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3.1 Introduction

Nearly all decision making in business is associated with a cost or a loss. Many

of these decisions are at the end of day weather related. If a decision is based on a

deterministic forecast, then there is a risk of that the decision will be random, because

the forecast used for the decision is likely to have a random error. The longer the

forecast horizon, the more likely it is that a given decision turns out wrong, because

the error grows with lead time and it is getting more unlikely that there is more than

50% chance of success. If a user of forecast detects that there is only 50% chance

of success, then the user gives up and starts guessing instead, but guessing is not

leading to any progress. Continued economic growth occurs, because humans act

more clever by means of new and enhanced tools and because it is believed that

“efficiency makes money grow”. The alternative is recession in the economy and

unemployment. It is therefore our obligation to assure that what we present as an

improvement also can contribute to economic growth.

Today, it is no longer a sufficient condition to postulate that a given approach is

better than another for a measure, which is not sufficiently hard linked to the eco-

nomic value of the problem at hand. We need to conduct a proof in terms of resource

usage and cost space. In fact, it is the latter that counts in a market economy. Legis-

lation should then ensure that economic optimisation implicitly imply that resource

usage is optimised as well, if necessary via fees and taxes.

Ensemble forecasts provide means to have an enhanced amount of information

at hand in the decision process, but also enables evaluation of deterministic results.
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In this chapter, we will introduce the reader to ensemble forecasting in the context

of the power industry. It is our objective to show that ensemble forecasting is today

already a well proven methodology and will in the future be a pre-requisite to efficient

decision making, risk analysis and a number of processes in the energy markets and

grid management along with variable generation from wind and solar energy sources.

3.2 The Need for and Background of Ensemble Forecasting

Ensemble weather forecasts have become the established method to determine the

uncertainty of the weather development since their development in the early 1990’s

(e.g. [17]). The main reasons for developing ensembles in meteorology has been to

provide an objective value of the forecast uncertainty and also to be able to provide

better warnings about extreme events. In fact, these two aspects are closely con-

nected, because extreme weather traditionally has an implication on economic loss.

The loss can be related to damages by not protecting something, which is too fragile

to withstand extreme weather or by taking action that is inappropriate in extreme

weather conditions. On the other hand, a loss can also be caused by invoking a pro-

tection mechanism based on a false alarm.

There are many decisions in which weather forecasts play a crucial role. The

need for ensemble forecasts in that sense stems from the fact that the weather is

a chaotic system, where small errors in the initial conditions can grow rapidly and

affect predictability. Furthermore, predictability is limited by model errors linked to

the approximate simulation of atmospheric processes of the state-of-the-art numer-

ical models. These two sources of uncertainty limit the skill of single, deterministic

forecasts in an unpredictable way, with days of high/poor quality forecasts followed

by days of poor/high quality forecasts. Ensemble prediction is a feasible way to com-

plement a single, deterministic forecast with an estimate of the probability density

function of forecast states [20].

While a single deterministic forecast will be of sufficient quality most of the time,

it is insufficient in extreme events. Since the power system needs to ensure stability

and security also in extreme events by tradition, such conditions need to be covered

in the forecasting process as soon as the penetration level increases over a threshold,

where errors can exceed available reserve capacity. The trends to higher spatial res-

olution and deterministic numerical modelling are therefore two steps in the wrong

direction in the context of forecasting of sudden extreme evolutions. In the future

energy system, we can expect that a major fraction of the price volatility will be

caused by special circumstances in the weather, where the demand is extreme. The

total balancing costs will then be dominated by the peak prices for the largest renew-

able energy pools, because their forecast error is likely to be the root of the price

volatility.

In the next section we will describe and examine different types of ensemble pre-

diction systems (EPS) and their applicability in the context of using their output in

the power industry.
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3.2.1 Ensemble Prediction Methodologies

The pioneer work in ensemble forecasting stems from the 1990’ies (see e.g. [33, 46,

52, 60, 61]) and plays a central role in the society on risk management and in trading.

The development of ensemble forecasting has been a funding resource ever since the

development of the first operational ensemble forecasting methods and systems in

1993 and thereafter.

There is extensive literature about various ensemble developments and systems.

For the reader new to ensemble forecasting, Cheung’s review of ensemble forecasting

techniques (2001) provides a comprehensive summary. The most important aspect to

understand regarding ensemble forecasting is that an ensemble consists of a collec-

tion of forecasts that try to realise the possible uncertainties in a numerical forecast. A

properly designed ensemble should be a finite approximation of the probability den-

sity function of the atmospheric state in phase space. In other words, each ensemble

member is an equally probable state of the real atmosphere [62].

The method of producing perturbations depends on the particular system under

consideration and its associated spatial scale. The simplest way is to add random

noise to the original analysis (termed a Monte Carlo forecast, see next section), but

this is not an optimal method, because the error characteristics in an analysis is often

organised or correlated in some way. The ensemble approach requires the distribution

of perturbations to be close to that of the initial state errors. This distribution in

general is unknown and explains why the perturbation methodology is central to any

discussion on ensemble forecasting [21].

We will therefore here focus on the aspects concerning the power industry and the

challenges of applying various techniques for operational forecasting of wind power

and PV at system operator level, at utility scale and for balance responsible parties.

3.2.1.1 Monte-Carlo Approach

The principle of Monte-Carlo forecasts is to produce random samples of an expected

outcome, build a probability density function (PDF) and analyse the statistical behav-

iour of the outcome. Harrison [15] describes the overall intention of Monte-Carlo

simulation as simulations that use random sampling and statistical modeling to esti-

mate mathematical functions and mimic the operations of complex systems.

Monte-Carlo simulations have a long history in statistics and any type of descrip-

tion of uncertainty. In the context of weather forecasting they have also been the fore-

runner of today’s ensemble forecasting systems. Murphy and Epstein [23, 48, 49]

and Leith [42] were pioneers in meteorology to introduce Monte-Carlo simulations

in weather predictions to generate probability density functions of the uncertainties.

When developing stochastic dynamic methods in the late 1960’ies and 1970’ies, this

was because computational effort for Monte-Carlo simulations were high.
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However, at that time these techniques were considered encouraging and worth-

while following, because the lack of computational resources were expected to be

the only real issue that would solve itself as new technology would become avail-

able. Nevertheless, as new technology became available, so did more sophisticated

modelling techniques. Zhang and Pu [66] explain in their review on ensemble fore-

casting techniques the disadvantage with Monte-Carlo simulations being that the

initial PDF needs to be known and that it is sampled randomly, which has its compu-

tational costs. In the 1970’ies where computer resources were very limited, this was

an argument to develop other methods, where the sampling was less random [23].

But even 50 years later, the sampling of random uncertainties to form a PDF describ-

ing a realistic uncertainty of the atmosphere has still serious limitations, mainly

because of the development of equations and their solvable methodologies that have

increased with time and computer resources. Consequently, the difficulty comes with

the size of the sample. Zhang and Pu [66] estimate for a common real-model with 107
degrees of freedom, a 107 × 107 dimension calculation for estimating the PDF will

be involved. Parker [54] additionally mentions the uncertainty about which value

should be assigned to each member. To explore this uncertainty requires a tremen-

dous number of samples (and corresponding simulations) to generate a realistic PDF.

This deficiency of the Monte-Carlo simulations has caused that in the early 1990’s

other methodologies have been developed and brought into operation.

3.2.1.2 Initial Conditions Perturbation Approach

The ensemble approach following the Monte-Carlo simulations and other derived

approaches thereof such as the “stochastic dynamic methods” with the longest his-

tory of operational use are those approaches, where the initial conditions are per-

turbed. While there exist a large number of ensemble prediction systems today (see

e.g. the TIGGE project [14]), the EPS longest in operation for medium-range weather

forecasting is the bred-vector perturbation approach at the National Center for Envi-

ronmental Prediction (NCEP), introduced by Toth and Kalnay in 1993 [61]. This

method is based on the argument that fast-growing perturbations develop naturally

in a data assimilation cycle and will continue to grow as short- and medium-range

forecast errors. A similar strategy has been developed and come into operation at

the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in 1995.

ECMWF uses a singular vector (SV) based method to identify the directions of

fastest perturbation growth [18, 46]. Singular vectors maximize growth over a finite

time interval and are consequently expected to dominate forecast errors at the end

of that interval and possibly beyond. Instead of using a selective sampling proce-

dure, the approach developed at the Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC) by

Houtekamer et al. [30–32] generates initial conditions by assimilating randomly per-

turbed observations, using different model versions in a number of independent data

assimilation cycles. This Monte-Carlolike procedure is referred to here as the per-

turbed observation (PO) approach [20].
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Already in 1997, Palmer et al. [53] suggested that on the short-range (up to day

3), it may be possible to supplement the long-term singular vectors with vectors

wherein the growth of initial perturbations are targeted for a specific area or lead

time of interest such as maximised growth at day 3. This is worth noting, because for

most applications in the power industry, especially wind energy and PV forecasting,

there exist a discrepancy between such meteorological lead times of these ensemble

techniques and the requirements of uncertainty in the power industry. While meteo-

rologists focus on specific times such as 24 h ahead or 72 h ahead, the power industry

has a need to know the uncertainty in a continuum, i.e. in every time step of the fore-

cast. An introduction of calibration methods to circumvent such issues will be given

in Sect. 3.2.4.

3.2.1.3 The Multi-model Approach

The only ensemble techniques that have inherent physical computations of uncer-

tainty in every hour of the forecast lead time are the multi-model technique and

the multi-scheme technique. The multi-model approach is a rather straight forward

approach of using the output of many different deterministic forecast models to cre-

ate an ensemble. The drawback of this approach is that a multi-model ensemble is

likely to be rather under-dispersive, because deterministic models usually suppress

extremes and thereby generate too little spread. There are other disadvantages with

the multi-model approach such as the difficulty to maintain many different NWP

modes or even collect output data from many different NWP models. However, the

most critical issue with multi-model ensembles in operation is certainly the fact that

deterministic models are tuned to provide best average forecasts, which often means

that extremes are suppressed and therefore missed. Without extremes, the forecast

spread however will not resemble a realistic uncertainty and the probability density

function will be skew. To overcome such skewness, post-processing methodologies

are necessary.

An example of an operational multi-model ensemble is the Poor-man’s Ensem-

ble System (PEPS), a project initiated by EUMETNET and operationally supported

by the German weather service (DWD). EUMETNET started the project in 2006

by getting 20 European national meteorological services to participate, providing

23 forecast models. In the SRNWP-PEPS 40 deterministic and probabilistic forecast

products are distributed to the contributing members on an operational basis. One

of the main goals of the project has been the evaluation of PEPS to decide whether

it provides a significant support and improvement of the warning process. In this

system the single model forecasts are interpolated onto a reference grid, the PEPS

grid. Exceedance probabilities are calculated at each PEPS grid point from the

ensemble members using a nearest neighbour approach. Because the individual

members have different resolutions and integration areas, the ensemble size depends

on location [29].
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3.2.1.4 The Multi-scheme Approach

The multi-scheme approach was developed in the early years of the new millennium,

some years after the operational establishment of the global EPS’, where the needs

for limited areas and short-range probabilistic weather prediction were required for

studies of precipitation uncertainty [25, 47, 59, 60]. The predictability horizon for

precipitation, as well as for other surface or near-surface variables such as wind, radi-

ation, temperature, is shorter than for more conservative parameters like mean sea

level pressure, geopotential height or even upper level temperature. The reason for

the start of utilizing LAM ensembles has been the interest in predicting and assess-

ing the probability of occurrence of significant extreme events such as heavy rain

fall, which can lead to severe damage (e.g. [12, 25]). This was the beginning of

high-resolution LAM ensemble designs, which try to capture the comparatively rare

events of surface variables.

At the same time, ensemble methodologies like the Ensemble Kalman-Filter

(EnKF) for the assimilation were further developed and it was recognised that model

errors can result in bias of the ensemble mean and insufficient ensemble spread due

to its smaller projection onto the correct error growth direction. It is well known that

those processes that cannot be explicitly resolved in the numerical models have to

be approximated through different parameterization schemes. And it is exactly these

schemes that are major sources of model error [43].

The success in form of ensemble spread, correctness and consistency of the proba-

bility distribution of the multi-scheme ensemble members is however closely depen-

dent on the choice of processes that are computed differently within the numeri-

cal prediction model. If the chosen processes that have varied formulations are not

directly connected to the variables that are under focus, the spread and hence uncer-

tainty estimate and the skill of the ensemble to predict the uncertainty of specific

variables looses its value.

The multi-scheme approach has later been demonstrated for other surface or near-

surface variables to be the only approach that combines the advantages of the phys-

ical uncertainty computation with a reasonable computational effort. This is so,

because the kernel of the NWP model is the same for all ensemble members. Specific

physical and dynamical processes are then computed with different, but physically

equivalent approaches [6–9, 11, 43]. Meng and Zhang [43] found in their experi-

ments of a severe storm that a combination of different parameterisation schemes has

the potential to provide better background error covariance estimation and smaller

ensemble bias.

An example of an operational multi-scheme forecasting system is WEPROG’s

Multi-Scheme Ensemble Prediction System or short “MSEPS”, which is a 75 mem-

ber ensemble tuned with the focus on the fast surface processes [51]. The scien-

tific background of the MSEPS system is described in [6]. WEPROG’s MSEPS is

a limited area ensemble prediction system using 75 different NWP formulations of

various physical processes. These individual “schemes” each mainly differ in their

formulation of the fast meteorological processes: dynamical advection, vertical mix-

ing and condensation. The focus is on varying the formulations of those processes
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in the NWP model that are most relevant for the simulation of fronts and the friction

between the atmosphere and the earth’s surface, and hence critical to short-range

meso-scale numerical weather prediction.

3.2.1.5 Ensemble Kalman Filter Approach

The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) first described by Evensen in 1994 [24] and later

by Houtekamer and Mitchell in 1998 [33] is an approximation to the Kalman filter

that has become feasible in the context of operational atmospheric data assimilation

around 2005. The Ensemble Kalman Filter has its base in the computation of the

background error covariance. The difficulty in the approach lies in that the true state

of the atmosphere is unknown. This makes the estimation of the background error

covariance difficult and expensive (e.g. [66]).

An example of an EnKF ensemble is the EnKF EPS at the Meteorological Ser-

vice of Canada [34] that has been used operationally since 2005 as medium-range

ensemble prediction system (EPS) and since 2007 as short-range EPS [35, 36].

In the Canadian EnKF algorithm, a strategy currently with four sub-ensembles

[33, 45]) is used to preserve a representative ensemble. Consequently, in the absence

of any differences between the model and the atmosphere or between the true and

assumed observation- error statistics, the EnKF should maintain ensemble statistics

that are representative of the actual error in the ensemble mean. It is thus possible

to predict the analysis quality from the ensemble statistics for a hypothetical envi-

ronment without model error. The negative impact of the different sources of model

error on forecast quality can subsequently be quantified from the increase in ensem-

ble spread as these components are added to the EnKF environment [36].

3.2.2 Evaluation of Quality and Value of Probabilistic
Forecasts

Two decades after the introduction of the first operational ensemble forecasting sys-

tems from the European Center for Medium Range Forecasting (ECMWF) and the

National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) in 1993, it is still not common

knowledge that there exist simple cost based algorithms on how to exploit proba-

bilities, although research in defining quality and value with cost-loss methods of

probabilistic forecasts has an even longer history (e.g. [28, 38, 49, 50, 65]).

The cost-loss method is a classical example of such an algorithm. Murphy and

Ehrendorffer quote Winkler and Murphy [64] observing that the value of the imper-

fect forecast depends on the expected expense associates with the use of the infor-

mation consulted by the decision maker in the absence of these forecasts. They con-

cluded from this, that a realistic assumption then must be that since climatological

forecasts would always be available to the decision makers, the value of imperfect

forecasts can be defined as the difference in expected expenses between the situation

involving climatological forecasts and the situation involving imperfect forecasts.
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Apparently, this type of cost-loss evaluation is seldom applied in the power indus-

try, most likely because the economic sensitivity related to marginal costs of certain

actions is considered commercially sensitive. Another reason for the lack of deci-

sion making with the help of probabilistic methods has also been lack of short-range

applicability of many of the ensembles generated world wide due to the approach

used to generate them (see e.g. [20]).

Hagedorn and Smith [27] in fact showed with their Weather Roulette concept

how we can evaluate whether investment in a probabilistic forecast can pay off. In

their basic concept they show an application, where they find the true price for a

climatology forecast (often also referred to as persistence) and a probabilistic forecast

when measured over the success rate of the forecasts to predict the future.

3.2.3 Ensemble Predictions Versus Mixing of Multiple
Deterministic Models

As discussed above in Sect. 3.2.1.3 there is an inherent risk in forming an ensem-

ble with a number of deterministic models. With such an approach, the spread that

determines the model error may not be consistent and rather small, because determin-

istic models often tend to suppress extremes, which are required to form a realistic

description of model errors in the atmosphere.

Using an EPS formed with stochastic perturbations, a multi-scheme approach or

an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) for wind power or solar power predictions is there-

fore fundamentally different from using one consisting of a few deterministic weather

prediction models, because severe weather and critical wind power events are two

different patterns [6, 12, 25]. The severity level increases with the wind speed in

a weather context, while wind power has two different ranges of winds that cause

strong ramping, one in the middle range and a narrow one just around the storm

level (the cutoff level). Wind power forecasting models therefore have to be adopted

to the use of the ensemble data.

In general, a wind power prediction model or module, that is directly implemented

into an EPS is different from traditional power prediction tools, because the ensemble

approach is designed to provide an objective uncertainty of the power forecasts due

to the weather uncertainty and requires adaptation to make use of the additional

information provided by an ensemble.

3.2.4 Ensemble Calibration Methodologies

It is only recently that the energy meteorology research community has developed

ensemble calibration methodologies for the output from ensemble prediction sys-

tems using stochastic perturbation methods such as singular vectors (e.g. [52]) or
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breeding (e.g. [61]). The issue with these approaches is that they are designed for

specific lead times, which are usually greater than 48 h. What that means in fact,

is that the spread between the ensemble members is too small in the beginning of

the forecast and often too large at the end of the forecast. In the scientific commu-

nity these problems are referred to as under dispersiveness and over dispersiveness,

respectively. The first showing so-called u-shaped histograms, while the latter shows

bell-shaped histograms when the spread is evaluated objectively (see e.g. [28]).

To get around this issue, there have been developed calibration methods such as

Ensemble Model Output Statistics (EMOS) methodologies (e.g. [63]) and deriva-

tives thereof, such as

∙ BIAS corrections on each ensemble member

∙ Bivariate EMOS (e.g. [57])

∙ Variance deficit calibration (e.g. [16])

∙ Ensemble kernel dressing (e.g. [55])

∙ Bayesian Model Averaging (e.g. [56])

∙ Bivariate ensemble copula coupling (e.g. [37])

∙ Analogue ensemble calibration (e.g. [22])

Univariate or bivariate Bayesian model averaging techniques are theoretically

also useful, but their high computational costs and similar performance compared

to EMOS approaches means that they are not considered for practical applications

at present [37].

3.2.5 The Importance of the Correct Choice of Ensemble
Forecasts

It is well-known among meteorologists that forecast errors in real-world applica-

tions arise not only because of initial errors, but also because of the use of imperfect

models. Representing forecast uncertainty related to the use of imperfect models is

thought to be of an even greater challenge than simulating initial-value-related errors

[20].

The deficiencies and benefits of the various approaches are hence an imperative

aspect to consider when choosing probabilistic forecasts for real-world applications

such as wind power or solar power forecasting. In fact, the success and the value of

using probabilistic forecasts is dependent on the correct choice of methodology and

requirements to fulfill a specific task.

Table 3.1 provides an overview over the various methods that have been described

in the previous section and their specific characteristics in the context of applications

for the power industry.
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Table 3.1 Comparison of different ensemble forecasting technologies and their applicability in

the power industry

Approach Monte carlo

simulations

Init. Cond.

Perturb.

Ensemble

kalman filter

Multi-model Multi-scheme

Method Statistical Statistical Statistical Physical Physical

Member

differences

Random

statistical

perturbations of

the initial

conditions

(Analysis)

Statistical

perturbations

from linearised

equations

singular vectors,

non-linearised

Lyapunov

(Bred) vectors

Forecast error

covariance

Every member

is an individual

NWP model

Computation of

different

processes inside

one NWP model

kernel

Application of

the

perturbations

Random

simulations to

form PDF

Differences are

generated from

perturbation of

the initial

conditions

(Analyse)

Differences are

a result of

covariance error

matrices of

initial

conditions

Models as well

as initial

conditions are

different

Perturbations of

the initial

conditions and

physical and

dynamic

processes inside

the NWP model

No. of members Limited Limited Computationally

limited

Unlimited Unlimited

Definitions and

recognition of

the differences

All differences

are random and

not unique

Can be defined

statistically but

are not unique

Can be defined

statistically but

are not unique

No differences

can have a

technical or

physical reason

Yes well-defined

Expense

(technically)

Large, because

of random

simulation of

uncertainty

Reasonable

because only

1NWP model is

required

Low for small

ensembles, large

for larger

ensembles

Huge

maintenance of

many models is

required

Manageable 1

NWP model

kernel with

many schemes

Uncertainty

validity

Dependent on

uncertainty

simulations

Predefined e.g.

>3 days

Predefined in

error matrix e.g.

>3 days

Any forecast

hour

Any forecast

hour

Applicability in

intra-day

Requires

uncertainty

computation to

match time

horizon

Requires

calibration

Requires

calibration

May miss

extremes

Yes

Applicability in

day-ahead

Requires

uncertainty

computation to

match time

horizon

Requires

calibration

Requires

calibration

May miss

extremes

Yes

Applicability for

futures (>2

days)

Yes Yes Yes May miss

extremes

Yes

Deficiencies Large

computational

effort to create

valid

uncertainty

Requires

calibration for

many

applications

Computationally

expensive to

avoid inbreeding

Members

deterministic

tuned, extremes

suppressed

Computationally

expensive
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3.3 Best Practises on the Use of Ensemble Forecasts

It is soon 20 years ago, where it has been scientifically demonstrated that ensemble

forecasting is the state-of-the-art method to find the instabilities in the atmosphere

that causes most forecast uncertainty and error. It is therefore questionable, whether

it is actually best practise to search for the best RMSE optimised forecast, because it

has become apparent that optimisation on MAE/RMSE is often against the interest

of the TSO and/or consumers.

Over time, it has also been shown that model changes that lead to better average

deterministic forecasts lack internal perturbations that however seem to be required

to forecast instabilities. Such instabilities are difficult to forecast and therefore it is

often better to not predict them at all, if only a single value can be used and if low

RMSE is the target. The likelihood of a forecast extreme coming out with an incorrect

phase and thereby be hit by double punishment of errors is high. Thus, the stiff model

system that may develop a small insignificant low may not be punished as much as

the one that tries to develop a bigger and stronger low, which may be more realistic.

In a later section, it will be demonstrated with an example case how an instability

did not take place in the RMSE optimised forecast, where the entire evolution of a

low pressure system was in fact suppressed.

3.3.1 The Role of Stakeholders

It is a challenge to avoid price volatility, if dispersed wind power is handled in a

liberalized market. The wind farm owners are not directly participants and would

need to agree on a solidarity principle to protect themselves against other stakehold-

ers. Nobody can expect that the balance responsible parties (BRP) have incentives to

avoid high volatility events, unless they are penalised by the balancing cost or from

the plant owners. The BRP may earn on one account and loose on another when

prices change. Thus, the incentive on reduced volatility lies exclusively at the TSO

among the direct participants in the market.

The TSO and consumers should essentially both prefer a stable energy price and a

competitive market as this is the best basis to operate the grid in a stable manor. Price

volatility is the result by not trying to tackle forecast uncertainty in time. Typical

market stake- holders see volatility as an opportunity, thus it is only regulators and

system responsible parties that have an interest to prevent that the price volatility

grows to a level where the system becomes inefficient.

A direct parallel can be drawn to the economy leading to the finance crisis in

2008/2009. The crisis was triggered by volatility and resulted in years of artificial

low interest, where the flow of money almost stopped through the banks. A similar

situation could occur in the electricity market, which can for example be triggered

by a physical handling problem or a market problem. Therefore, it is important to

find methods to prevent volatility in a market compatible manor.
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3.3.2 How to Define a Forecast Optimization Criteria

We therefore want to raise the question on the feasibility of MAE/RMSE optimi-

sation on the basis of high forecast uncertainty. How should we take account for a

minority of ensemble forecasts that lie at a very different place in the spread, far

away from a majority of forecasts? Another question to ask in this respect is how to

deal with strings of different outcomes?

It seems like the most appropriate step beyond the pure deterministic philoso-

phy is to consider high and low uncertainty separate. If the uncertainty is low, then

RMSE/MAE is a fair target. If the uncertainty is high, then the forecast should rather

try to avoid the bigger mistakes and at the same time suggest an additional pre-

allocation of reserve, which will prevent price volatility and increase system security.

Operational experience suggests that a good forecast lies approximately in the

middle between the minimum and maximum of an ensemble configured to approx-

imate a reasonable correct uncertainty of the weather situation. This type of best
guess is also referred to as the mean or a weighted mean of the ensemble. A skew-

ness adjustment may be considered, if the available reserve is asymmetric or the

localisation of the data statistically suggests bias corrections. The forecast should

follow a linear trend over several hours, unless it is very certain that the actual value

will not follow this trend. In this way the choice of wind power forecast can con-

tribute positively to increased efficiency of the energy system and because of the

reduced volatility, there is reason to expect that the balancing costs will be lower,

even if the MW deviation between forecast and actual generation will increase.

3.4 Forecasting Approaches for Large-Scale Wind and
Solar Integration

The way forecasting for wind power and solar power has evolved in the various coun-

tries over the past 15 years can be categorised in 3 classes:

∙ Bottom-up forecasting approaches

∙ Top-down forecasting approaches

∙ Hybrid forecasting approaches

In the following 3 sections, the different approaches, their benefits and drawbacks

in the integration of wind and solar power will be discussed.

3.4.1 Bottom-Up Forecasting Approaches

The bottom-up forecasting approach assumes that forecasts are generated for each

unit and summed up over all units in order to generate area aggregated forecasts. In
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jurisdictions, where the development of wind and solar plants in general are of a size

>10 MW, bottom-up approaches are common, also because larger plants always have

individual SCADA systems and are of a size that even in fully liberalised markets, a

detailed monitoring of the plant is carried out.

The advantage of the bottom-up forecasting approach is that detailed measuring

information can be used to tune the forecast system and area aggregates are a direct

sum of the forecasted generation. The disadvantage of the bottom-up forecasting
approach can be that additional detail does not always seem to add to improved

forecasts, but adds to the costs. Especially in large systems with many plants, this

approach has been considered unnecessary and too costly. However, in recent years,

where BIG DATA has become an abbreviation of the ability to analyse and make use

of large amounts of data in order to increase understanding of specific processes, the

bottom-up forecasting approach has become more interesting again, as its benefits

of working with detailed data is obvious.

3.4.2 Top-Down Forecasting Approaches

The top-down forecasting approach is characterised by the simplification of a large

problem size to a easy to handle process. That is, a top-down forecasting approach
is using an up-scaling methodology to estimate an area aggregate from a number of

representative units inside the area. This approach is useful in jurisdictions, where

there are many smaller units that may or may not have SCADA or other monitoring

possibilities for the system operator or unit managing party. In areas like Germany

and Denmark, where wind energy has been a growing and developing industry since

the 1980’s, there are many small units that have no or non-standard monitoring sys-

tem installed in order to be monitored and handled individually. Especially in the

fast growing solar market in Germany, the regulators have for a long time considered

small units as non-critical for system operation. With incentive schemes in place, the

number of small units below 100 kWp however have exploded. At the end of 2014,

over 1mio units were below this margin and are not monitored by the system opera-

tors. In such cases, the production can only be estimated with a top-down approach,

where the generation is forecasted by up-scaling of generation units with a num-

ber of representative units. An example of such an approach is the inverse distance

weighing, a two-dimensional interpolation function for irregularly-spaced data [58]

that has been applied e.g. in Germany for forecasting of small roof-top solar plants

by the system operators (e.g. [26]).

The advantage of the top-down forecasting approach is it’s efficiency and sim-

plicity. In normal weather conditions and over a longer period and large area, this

approach delivers reasonably good results and is a useful tool. The disadvantage of

the approach is that it is sensitive to the correctness, or better representativeness of

the reference sites. As long as there are little changes, the algorithm, once trained,

works quite well. However, in fast changing weather conditions or with continuously

changing capacity that adds to the locations from where the forecasts are up-scaled,

the algorithm can generate large and unwanted errors.
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3.4.3 Hybrid Forecasting Approaches

The so-called hybrid forecasting approaches make use of both a bottom-up and top-

down approach by for example summing up many small units in a regular grid that

can then be summed up geographically correct. The way most up-scaling problems

have been solved in the past is with a so-called distance-based up-scaling from ref-

erence sites as described in the previous Sect. 3.4.2. The disadvantage of such an

approach can be mitigated by applying a regular grid for the so-called reference

sites in an appropriate grid distance. By summing up the reference sites of such a

regular grid, the power generated in each grid box is reflecting the weather related

geographic differences much better. This type of up-scaling however requires a back-

scaling of available measurements to the grid points in the regular grid.

Figure 3.1 shows how such a hybrid forecasting solution can be set up, where

many small units (“sites”) are associated via a distance methodology to the closest

grid point. i.e. the respective grid point contains the installed capacity of all associ-

ated small units. Reference sites with measurements are marked black and are extrap-

olated to the grid points for example with an Ensemble Kalman Filter technique [9].

By using a correlation technique, the weather conditions can be taken into account

spatially and temporarily and large errors at variable weather conditions and extreme

events avoided.

3.4.4 Forecasting Approaches for Cross-Country Wind
and Solar Integration

In order to fulfil Europe’s targets of CO2 reduction on energy production in the next

2 decades, the deployment of wind power throughout Europe has to increase signif-

icantly from today’s installations. The targets set by most European countries can

only be met with offshore wind power delivering the bulk of new production units.

The coupling of electricity markets through-out Europe and the interconnection of

offshore wind power in the North Sea, Baltic sea and parts of the Mediterranean sea

will be a necessary step that eventually will lead to a centralized European Super-

Grid connecting all European counties. This new grid structure will not only involve

the enhancement of today’s electricity network through more connection points, but

will require focal points to collect, integrate and route the produced energy to the

load centers and the markets with the highest demand. Such a European SuperGrid

will also have to integrate all markets into one common market in order to enhance

competition, the security of supply and reliability of the system for all countries in

the EU.

An integrated European market requires large-scale forecasting of wind and solar

power to ensure the efficient trading of electricity. By using ensemble forecasts of

the large-scale wind power generation over entire Europe, the total reliability of the

energy system can be maintained and further increased. The use of ensemble fore-
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Fig. 3.1 Up-scaling principle for a hybrid forecasting approach of many small units summed up

in a regular grid. The hatched points are the grid points in the regular grid, the black points are

measurement points, correlated to all grid points for computation of the influence index, the light
gray points are sites or units of wind power or solar power

casts in this context in fact will reduce price volatility, as excess wind generation

from one region can balance missing wind generation in other regions. Addition-

ally, the total wind generation can be estimated more accurately with the use of large

forecast ensembles.
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Möhrlen and Jørgensen [10] carried out a super grid study, where they found out

that there will not be a likelihood for concurrent generation of more than 50% of the

installed capacity and there is little to no risk for a complete lack of generation from

RES. The statistical results for the day-ahead horizon showed that the SuperGrid

produces nearly 30% less error than an average, which was computed as the weighted

error for 8 countries assuming that no forecast errors are exchanged across inter-

connectors between countries. In the “SuperGrid”, errors were exchanged over the

inter-connectors, whenever possible. The results from the study clearly showed that

enlarging the grid intelligently, opens the possibility to save significant balancing

capacity. Intelligently in this connection means that the grid is enlarged in such a

way that it represents the possible physical flow of electricity instead of staying inside

control areas. By considering physical bottlenecks rather than administrative areas,

the handling of variable generation will be much more efficient.

Fortunately, the power society has plans to establish a fully integrated pan-

European Electricity Market, which opens such possibilities. The cooperation of

European transmission system operators (ENTSO-E) report about such plans in

their 10-year Network Development plan, published on their web page (http://www.

entso-e.eu). Similar to the findings of the “SuperGrid study” [10], there have been

established different market coupling mechanisms for the north-western part of

Europe and for the south-western part of Europe (see http://www.casc.eu). The

North-Western Europe (NWE) Price Coupling, a project initiated by the Transmis-

sion System Operators and Power Exchanges of the countries in North-Western

Europe including 17 partners from 9 counties (Finland, Estonia, Norway, Sweden,

Denmark, Germany, France, The Netherlands, Belgium, UK). The South-Western

Europe (SWE) Coupling Project is a joint project between the French, Spanish and

Portuguese.

3.5 Challenges with Increasing Integration of RES Over
Country Borders

The installed capacity in Europe and especially in Germany has been growing con-

tinuously and there is already over-capacity in some regions. Still, there will always

be some congestion areas which will need special attention. However, the introduc-

tion of the so-called 10-year net development plans have been established in Europe

by ENTSO-E, the cooperation of transmission system operators, to prevent major

shortcomings in respect to congestion (see https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/

ten-year-network-development-plan/).

For example in Germany, most of the energy from wind is generated in the north

and north-east, while the load centers are in the south. This is causing more and more

issues, as conventional and especially nuclear power plants in the south are being

switched off. While the nuclear power plants provide cheap base load, many other

power plants are no longer competitive and pushed out through the merit orders in the

http://www.entso-e.eu
http://www.entso-e.eu
http://www.casc.eu
https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/ten-year-network-development-plan/
https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/ten-year-network-development-plan/
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power markets. Nevertheless, the vast expansion of solar energy over the years from

2010–2015 to 37 GW of installed capacity, where 40% of the capacity is installed in

the south, levels out a lot of the peak demand phases at midday.

3.5.1 Lack of Extreme Weather Events Reduces
Awareness of Risks

As a consequence of the different generation pattern from wind power and PV and

the fact that PV’s generation curve follows naturally the demand on the morning and

midday peaks, the amount of large generation units are in the process of reduction.

This in return reduces the capability to balance severe forecast errors from wind

power and PV generation. Grid security may therefore need to get more attention

again over the next years, also because there have not been severe weather events

that brought attention to extreme weather forecasting for over 5 years.

There has been made progress with a number of grid initiatives to couple control

areas and to couple markets. In Germany, 2009 marked the year where the balanc-

ing area in Germany was coupled among the 4 control areas in the so-called “grid

control cooperation” [5]. This grid control cooperation (GCC) is a network con-

trol concept, where the four German TSOs optimise their control energy use and

the control reserve provision, technically and economically through communication

between the load-frequency controllers of the TSOs. The horizontal structure of the

control areas in the European interconnected system, offers the GCC the possibil-

ity to exploit synergies in terms of network control like in a single fictitious control

area, without giving up the proven structure of control areas. It also enables a flexible

response in case of network bottlenecks. (see https://www.regelleistung.net/).

This concept was extended further into a “international grid control cooperation”

(iGCC), where the coupling of Germany to the northern counties took place at the

end of 2009 with the establishment of a first-inter-regional market coupling office,

the so-called European Market Coupling Company GmbH (EMCC). The EMCC

launched its volume coupling system to connect the Nordic and German electricity

markets. In November 2010, EMCC and Central-Western European (CWE) Trans-

mission System Operators and Power Exchanges established Interim Tight Volume

Coupling (ITVC). The 16 ITVC stakeholders utilised EMCCs coupling as a regional

link between CWE price coupling and Nordic-Baltic market splitting [3].

EMCC’s market coupling system used its own hourly calculated price informa-

tion from 23 bidding areas and hourly flow calculation from 32 inter-connectors,

managing an electricity volume representing about 55% of European consumption.

The algorithm represented the different rules and products of the coupled regional

day-ahead power markets, even with regards to special regulations, e.g. curtailment

rules, grid loss factors and clock change procedures.

The next natural extension to the EMCC was then to the west and led to the estab-

lishment of a “North-Western European market coupling” (NWE) in the beginning

https://www.regelleistung.net/
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of 2014, now including four Power Exchanges and 13 TSOs in the North-Western

Europe (NWE) day-ahead price coupling. The NWE region is stretching from France

to Finland and operates under a common day-ahead power price calculation using

the Price Coupling of Regions (PCR) solution. The same solution is also used at

the same time in the South-West Europe (SWE) region in a common synchronised

mode, with France being part of both the NWE and the SWE region.

The development of market coupling aimed to reduce congestion and extreme

prices by preventing that reserve requirements are treated separately in neighboring

control areas, which often leads to a lack of competition. Market coupling has in fact

started the evolution of new techniques to forecast reserve requirements and thereby

enhanced competition on the reserve market.

Seen in that light, it can be concluded that there exists a kind of predecessor

of such an European SuperGrid environment in central Europe as described in the

previous section (Sect. 3.4.4). One of the ideas behind the SuperGrid is that the pre-

dictability of wind power and PV increases by increasing the region, i.e. aggregating

over more and better dispersed units, where the forecast levels out errors automati-

cally. This argument is valid to a large extend with such market couplings that reduce

congestion and price volatility. However, besides the technical and physical flow con-

straints in the grid, the scale of weather systems that may span over the entire area

should also not be neglected.

3.5.1.1 Errors in Large Systems from Weather and Climate

On the weather and climate side, the development of enlarged areas look slightly

different, because of the generally unknown long-term and short-term development

of weather patterns and climate change.

We will therefore present a case below, where area aggregation even over the

very large area of 7 countries is insufficient. We will also demonstrate that even in

very large areas there can establish errors in the day-ahead forecasts of significant

size. In order to study this event in detail we have setup 10 different forecasting

system configurations focussing on different aspects of the modelling chain leading

to uncertainty of the end result. Table 3.2 shows the model configurations and their

differences.

Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 show the outcome of the different forecast system runs

for our extreme event case on June, 11, 2010.

The first figure shows the day ahead forecast valid at 5pm over Denmark. It shows

that a large group of ensemble members have almost no generation from wind sym-

bolized by the dark blue colour everywhere. A few forecasts show almost full gen-

eration in a large region of Denmark. From this forecast it is evident that the uncer-

tainty at this time is extremely high. The second figure confirms that the uncertainty

is rather high even on the 9 h forecast horizon. In fact, this would be the last weather

forecast before the event in a 6 h schedule. The figures therefore illustrate that there

is extreme uncertainty in the weather, but high likelihood of no generation in Den-

mark. The likelihood is higher for high generation in Germany than in Denmark.
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Fig. 3.2 Probabilistic 48 h wind power forecast for Germany on the 10th June 2010. The dark gray
fat line and the light gray fat line are the maximum and the minimum, respectively, the white fat
line is the best guess, the white thin line the highest probability, the dashed dark gray line close to

the white fat line is the mean, the 60, and 80% percentiles are the gray dashed lines above the mean

and the gray dashed lines below the mean are the 40 and 30% percentiles

The third figure shows the probability distribution of German wind power genera-

tion. All figures are taken from the forecast setup named T04 from Table 3.2, which

performed considerably better than the T10, but also considerably worse than the

operational/backup setups. Table 3.2 shows how T04 differed from the other sys-

tems.

The 11th of June 2010 was an unusual day seen from a wind power perspective,

because there was no sign of a significant low pressure system at the beginning of

the forecast on the 10th of June. The low pressure system developed almost instantly

during the forecast as a result of an instability in the large scale flow. The large

scale weather pattern was dominated by two stronger low pressure systems in the

Atlantic, respectively north of Scotland and west of France. There were several other

very weak low pressure systems, some of these were located around Denmark in a

northerly flow of colder air. None of these small low pressure systems were located

over Denmark and none seemed to cause any wind in Denmark, because they were

small and insignificant. The weather had been warm up to that day in both Denmark

and Germany. This meant that the northerly flow from Norway in the middle tro-
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Fig. 3.3 Short-term Ensemble Forecast (9 h) from the 11th June 2010 displayed in horizontal plots

of wind power load factor, inclusive wind speed arrows and isobars. The large figure is the mean

of the 75 forecasts

posphere would lead to a situation, where cold air would lie on top of warm air with

continued heating from below in the afternoon. One could therefore expect strong

rain in the late afternoon, but the formation of a low pressure system with strong wind

would still be an unlikely evolution. However, if the afternoon convection would be

simultaneous over a large region, then a low could develop. Without a large ensem-
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Fig. 3.4 Ensemble Forecast (39 h) from the 10th June 2010 displayed in horizontal plots of wind

power load factor, inclusive wind speed arrows and isobars. The large figure is the mean of the 75

forecasts

ble of forecasts one could not estimate the probability of the low pressure systems

development.

Figure 3.5 shows the typical output of combined forecasts (also referred to as

meta forecasts). They are all dampened to take account for the uncertainty in the
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Fig. 3.5 Wind power forecast at the 10th June 2010 and 48 h ahead from different forecast systems.

Operational stands for operational setup, Backup for backup setup, T for test setup. See Table 3.2

for details regarding the differences of the various systems

evolution and suggest therefore values in the middle of the possible range of values,

only partially influenced by the probability. Figure 3.2 on the other hand shows the

probability of the generation, which is not represented by the different meta forecasts

on Fig. 3.5.

The typical pattern is that the meta forecasts are MAE or RMSE optimized,

because those measures are by tradition used to evaluate, if forecasts are good or

not. A collection of meta forecast therefore does not represent a likely physical out-

come, but a defensive guess on what is expected to give the least error. Their spread

or rather difference to each other is therefore suppressed, because of RMSE optimi-

sation. One could now argue that the forecast with the best MAE/RMSE measured

over 18 months (T10) turned out to be a good minimum forecast even though it is

a combined forecast. However, there is no combined forecast, which represents the

actual generation. Only the percentiles of the ensemble and the individual members

above P80 provide a good estimate for the maximum.

A study of the operational day-ahead forecasts showed that they had the center

of the power generation 100–200 km too much to the East. Because Germany is

regarded as a SuperGrid, such an error is not counted even though it is an error.

If we would verify all forecasts in smaller regions on distribution system operation

(DSO) level, then T10 on Fig. 3.2 could probably be defined to be the best forecast,

because no meta forecast would have the power generation at the right location. That

is because T10 is not double punished anywhere for having generation at the wrong

time.

In this way we can argue for that the absolutely worst SuperGrid forecast may be

the best DSO forecast, if RMSE is used as an error measure on both. The fact that
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Percentile 85 was a good forecast shows that the event was difficult, because the fur-

ther out in the percentile range we find the best forecast, the more difficult the event,

if the distance to P50 in MW is simultaneously large. It is not unusual that the P85

forecast is the most accurate. Thus, such an event could easily be overlooked as being

extreme, because there have been events with more imbalance. What is interesting in

this event is that the bulk of the ensemble forecasts were extremely different and the

ensemble spread was large. This indicates, that if the final forecast coming out would

have been wrong, whether as a meta forecast of different deterministic forecasts or

the best guess of an ensemble, the event could have been causing a major issue on

the grid. Because of the potential security issue on the grid, we decided to carry out

forecasts in high spatial resolution, as this is the expected trend for forecasting in the

future. From the results of the experiments, we conclude that the forecasts could have

resulted in an imbalance of 12 GW of wind power, if the Netherlands, Denmark and

Germany would already have been coupled together in the NWE market coupling.

An interesting aspect was that the more we increased the spacial resolution of the

model system, the worse the result became regarding the likelihood of high power

generation. The fact that the power system did not experience an imbalance of 12 GW

could be regarded as luck. It is difficult to assess what the total imbalance was in this

case. However, the answers of four of the balance responsible parties in Denmark and

Germany indicated that all forecasters had forecasted well under the actual produced

power. It was only WEPROG’s P90 and maximum forecast that over-predicted the

production. One of the test setups (model T10 in Fig. 3.5) had been showing very

promising results over entire 2009 and the first 5 months of 2010 with improvements

of 25% of the total error in Germany and 15% in Denmark. This is an exceptionally

strong improvement for this type of work even though the model configuration is

fundamentally different than the other setups in several stages of the model chain.

However, in this particular case, we noticed a complete failure to produce the correct

power production. The average load factor was 10% in the forecast, while it was

estimated to reach 55% of the installed capacity at the peak. The operational systems

forecasted 42–44% generation at the peak correctly timed but spatially shifted (see

Fig. 3.5).

In T10 only one ensemble member produced a forecast, which was close to the

actual. However, the other forecasts had so little wind power generation that the final

forecast was seriously under-predicting the event. It has been found that the fore-

cast, which performed best, was one of those with the poorest long term statistics.

The influence on the combination forecast was then minor. The event emphasizes

that extreme care is required when evaluating forecasts, because T10 could match

the other systems measured over the month on MAE/RMSE, but made one extreme

error during the month, which is much more serious than any of the other system’s

smaller errors during the month. A similar event without impact on Denmark took

place only 30 days later, this time on the border between Germany and Poland. The

relative performance of all systems were similar to the 11th of June case. In this

time, a low pressure system developed over Poland in southerly flow, where again

only 1 forecast caught the event in the T10 setup. The two events were similar in

one way, but different in many other ways. This time the critical spot was in Poland,
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just outside the SuperGrid and the high density of the wind generation, and the T10

had plenty of wind. The root of the problem is however the same, i.e. the low came

from a mountainous region. Therefore, the two events complement each other in

the study of the cause of the error. Given the success of T10 it would be extremely

convenient for the future development, if those two events could be handled with

just the same quality as the average of all the other systems. Therefore, extremely

many model formulation changes have been applied to T10 to search for the crucial

parameters. So far, only softer Norwegian mountains and coarser model resolution

seem to have positive impact, but such changes make MAE/RMSE scores worse

measured over long time. From the study of more than 1000 test forecasts for the

two events (see Table 3.2), it has in fact become apparent that typical future fore-

casting techniques with very high spatial resolution seem to have a potential risk to

fail to forecast such events on the day-ahead horizon. What happens is that several

small low pressure systems develop independently in a region of 400 × 400 km. For

dispersed wind power this would mean almost no generation, but in fact one large

low pressure system developed with significant power generation as the result.

Even if we consider the operational forecasts in the two events, it was found that

they under-predicted strongly, while the percentile P85 was in both cases nearly per-

fect. The fact that the operational systems did warn about the event was positive, but

it is not positive that increased spatial model resolution reduces the forecast skill in

such events. Knowing that the distance between P10 and P90 was extremely high, it

would be desirable to already on the day-ahead horizon trade this uncertainty into the

market in competition. The benefit of such a possibility becomes evident, when we

note that the low pressure system seemed to give concurrent uncertainty correspond-

ing to 40% of full capacity in Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands, which was

equivalent to 12 GW. This amount of uncertain generation could otherwise give rise

to concerns and price volatility considering the relative small volume in the intra-

day market.

From this experience we can therefore summarise our learnings as:

∙ A continued focus and evaluation criteria being to find the best deterministic fore-

cast, where “best” is evaluated by a single error measure such as MAE or RMSE,

may lead to severe problems on the grid now, if a forecast fails during a low

demand period and even more so in the future

∙ The warnings provided by ensemble forecasts are becoming more important,

because the risk of a major error is increasing, especially with increasing capacity

in combination with changing predictability of the weather

∙ It is not trivial to state what a good forecast actually is. Is this the one that rarely

or never makes serious mistakes or is this the one that makes the lowest average

error? The results suggest that this is not the same model formulation

What we want to emphasise with this analysis, is that extremely much care has to

be taken, when evaluating what is a good and a bad forecast. Over several decades,

a core experience that developed in meteorology was that all information is good

information, also if it is uncertain or wrong information.
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This is state-of-the-art practice particularly in data assimilation and will also need

to be adopted in other applications using weather forecasts, if the weather forecast

is the key input to the application. Users of weather forecasts automatically experi-

ence that finding sooner or later, if they analyse the performance of their forecasting

system regularly.

The wind power forecast is more or less a direct output of weather forecasts and

there is no other possibility to forecast wind power than by using weather forecasts.

Demand forecasting and hydro energy are not in the same degree driven by weather

forecasts. In wind and solar power context it is therefore required to adopt the expe-

rience from meteorology, which is the ability to use information that is only maybe

correct. The 11th of June 2010 is a proof that there are events that can only be pre-

dicted by using uncertainty forecasts. By not doing so, there is a risk of extreme

price volatility and possibly also grid security issues. We have demonstrated with

future compatible forecasting techniques that this risk is enhanced, and with increas-

ing installed capacity of wind power and PV this risk will further increase over time.

Especially, when the penetration of RES increases over 20–30% of energy consump-

tion, such errors have significant impact in terms of MW on the grid.

The solar eclipse on March, 20, 2015 has nicely demonstrated the impact of uncer-

tainty that was suddenly at up to 17 GW of renewable energy feeding into the power

grid. Such events are rare and are known very long in advance. For this reason they

are not dangerous, as everybody can plan well in advance and it is a pre-defined time

span of not more than 1–3 hours. The TSOs and DSOs can plan reserve capacity

and curtail strategies to ensure grid stability and the market participants and balance

responsible parties can schedule and bid into the market with their units accordingly.

It is therefore important to note that the extreme event example from June 10,

2010 has been chosen to demonstrate that the evolution of the weather depends

on factors that cannot always be predicted explicitly. Small disturbances in a

complicated system can lead to instabilities that may have major impact on

human life and in less dramatic ways on the energy system, both direct and

indirect. If we accept that wind power and PV should be major contributors

to the energy generation in the future, then it will also be imperative to adopt

the electricity markets in a way that makes handling of Renewables not only

efficient, but also possible at all times. The feasibility of wind power and PV

will level out, if they are always operating in competition, while many other

generators operate at very little competition at times, where the wind is not

blowing, the sun not shining and the demand is high.
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3.6 A High Level Picture of the German Solar Power
Integration Experience

The German solar energy experience has shown that it is possible to control the evo-

lution of the energy system with simple financial instruments. About 830.000 inde-

pendent solar systems with varying sizes from typical roof top 6–8 kwp to 80 MWp

were built within 10 years from 2000–2010. In the 5 years following 2010, 630.000

units have been built, summing up to 1.47 mio at the beginning of 2015. This means

that in average more than 300 systems have been connected each day of the year

during 15 years. With the target of 56 GW solar power in Germany by 2020, new

installations are connected with unchanged pace.

Table 3.3 shows the distribution of PV installations at the beginning of 2015 and

Fig. 3.6 shows the growth rate over the past 15 years. The evolution can be compared

to how Denmark reached a 20% penetration from wind already before the 2 MW

turbines became commonly available. The Danish and German capacity has been

built on the basis of fixed price tariffs for a long enough period to guarantee the

return of the investment. Both countries have been socializing the additional cost of

the renewable energy in the form of kWh based tariffs. That meant that all consumers

contribute to the renewable energy proportional to their consumption. In Germany,

the renewable energy law, abbreviated “EEG” (from German “Erneuerbare Energien

Gesetz”, 2012) allows for exceptions for the heavy industry in order to not loose

competitiveness. The exceptions are regularity evaluated to ensure fairness.

It is difficult to summarize in a fair manor the status of the German solar energy

system at a level of almost 40 GW, because there are different opinions to the sub-

ject. On the one hand the 40 GW would not have been built without socializing the

costs and providing the investors security of investment. Building 40 GW requires

an industry and creates a lot of employment on all levels in the society. Also a long

term export capability of the technology, project planning tools and installation expe-

rience has been developed. Meanwhile the existing power generators have felt com-

petition and difficulty in staying competitive against the socialized solar energy. A

long term insurance against high energy prices has been established and this will ease

strategic planning, increased economic stability and generally increase the long-term

Table 3.3 Distribution of German PV installations at the end of 2014

Time valid

units

Plant size

(kWp)

Inst. Cap.

(MW)

Inst. Cap. (%) No. of plants

(count)

No. of plants

(%)

2014–12 <30 13,775 36 1,308,157 89

2014–12 <100 6,573 17 125,575 9

2014–12 <1000 7,626 20 31,043 2

2014–12 >10000 8,218 22 3,073 <1

2014–12 >10000 1,635 4 98 <1

SUM 37,827 1,467,946
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Fig. 3.6 Development of the German PV installations since 2011. The black boxes show the

monthly installations in [MW] and the gray boxes the aggregated installation in [MW]

investment level for renewable energy, making energy from fossil fuels less and less

feasible.

In the short-term there is however an energy market close to despair, because

existing fossil fuel capacity is under pressure and the various socializing support

mechanisms are gradually reduced. As a result, high efficiency is required to survive

on market terms. This is a change, because a major fraction of the energy has by

tradition been sold over the counter at prices above the current market prices. With

increasing renewable capacity and lower market prices, it is becoming increasingly

profitable to buy energy at market prices instead.

The bottom line is that although the German solar system is dispersed and on

many hands today, it has a huge impact on the economy and society. In fact, it has

impact world wide, because the experience gained in Germany has—despite social-

izing costs—contributed to encourage the development of PV on a global scale.

Without the German experience, it would certainly have taken longer to reach a com-

petitive cost of solar energy at other places in the world.

It is also certain that the most liberal economists will be able to argue against

the German “solar project”. They would argue that too strong socializing lead to

inefficiency. We will describe examples of such inefficiency later. In systems, where

costs have been socialized, this is what can be expected. Nevertheless, efficiency can

in such cases be improved with political initiatives. This is also what is happening
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in Germany to address this issue of reduced efficiency due to socialized costs by

generating increased competition.

3.6.1 What Has Triggered the Solar Boom?

The relative growth of solar capacity in Europe has been higher than in Asia and

Northern America. This pattern is driven by a mixture of political decisions, mod-

est space for wind turbines, visual impact concern, a strong political support to build

wind power offshore and a shrinking onshore wind resource potential for hub heights

under 100 m. The future prospect of being energy dependent on what is today con-

sidered unstable political systems also encouraged initiatives to increase self-supply

and self-sufficiency of energy. On large-scale industrial as well as consumer level.

From a consumer perspective, the additional solar capacity has generated an unex-

pected price drop of energy. Around year 2010, it was predicted that the energy prices

would continue to increase for a decade. Just 2 years later, the price forecast trend

had changed sign and has decreased continuously for several years now.

The long term price forecast was a catalyst for increased small-scale solar energy,

because consumers had an incentive to combine heat pumps and solar system to

achieve some independence on electricity prices. This was most profitable, when

heating systems should be exchanged. For new buildings, the German government

disallowed installations of oil heating in the renewable energy act. Approximately

5% of the German households have a solar system on the roof suitable to supply

enough energy for average self-supply.

Consumers export and import energy more or less permanently, but it is worth

while to note that the export of energy does not utilize transmission capacity. Given

that still a small percentage of the households produce energy, a high fraction of the

energy is effectively utilized locally in the distribution net. Because of the fairly good

correlation between peak demand and solar generation, it has so far been decided

to keep the production incentive for small-scale solar on a high level, while large

scale solar has been reduced. This reflects that larger solar systems may need grid

reinforcement, while the smaller systems do not.

3.6.2 What Happened to the Energy Price Forecast?

The unexpected drop in the energy price was not only driven by growing renewable

energy capacity. Fracking, the technology to exploit large gas resources increased the

amount and the expectations of available gas on the market and initiated decreasing

oil prices at the end of 2014.

The change of the price trend was accelerated, because of a now critical mass of

solar energy penetration that produces energy during the hours where peak prices
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were previously highest, especially caused by high day-time demand during periods

of low wind penetration so far.

Yet another initiative contributed to increased competition and lower market

prices. The market coupling as described in Sect. 3.5.1 was introduced in 2008 to

level out prices and optimize inter-connector usage between the Nordic counties and

central Europe, mainly Germany, Austria and France. It was expected to also prevent

that excess renewable energy caused negative prices.

So far the impact of market coupling has been that price takers produce more

energy and price makers produce less energy, because the complexity of the energy

system grows and it is getting increasingly difficult to predict the price. The inter-

connection capacity is mostly high enough to avoid congestion. A price forecast-

ing system therefore needs extremely much information about the market and the

weather. Consequently, the average monthly prices level off over time with increas-

ing amounts of Renewables. Figure 3.7 shows the price development at the European

Power exchange (EPEX) between 2010 and 2014.

It can be seen that generation capacity with high marginal costs is pushed out of

the market for primary power. The result is a competitive market, where consumers

benefit from low prices even though the fraction of renewable energy increases and

continues to receive production incentives. This means that a part of the benefit is

reinvested into the development of Renewables and the prices do not drop as much as
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the world market oil price. Countries with large renewable energy penetration rates

have therefore generally higher tariffs. Another factor with impact on the production

incentive tariffs is the wind resource. The higher the available onshore wind resource,

the more dominant wind is and the less production incentives are required.

Given all the factors contributing to increased competition, it is not possible to

point out a single reason why energy prices dropped as they did. One can also not

exclude the possibility that energy saving investments world wide was planned dur-

ing the 100–150$ oil peak price period, but the effect of such would only become

noticeable some years later as oil storage systems fill up, because of oversupply.

At the end of the day, low prices will cause a reduced renewable capacity growth

rate except in regions, where the onshore wind resource is good. These areas are

likely to expand stronger, because the price of wind turbines will drop in periods of

too high production capacity.

The lesson is that we will continue to experience a wavy pattern in the renew-

able energy growth and energy prices, because the system cannot reach an

equilibrium state. Energy is believed to be the most important future business

area, but the market changes and the expectations change as well in a much

faster rate than the return of investment.

3.6.3 The Impact of Employment

The “German solar project” has had impact on a scale, which is similar to the Dan-

ish wind development in the years of 1980–1995. Without a similar socio-political
support in Denmark for wind generated electricity, the world would not have seen

the same level of wind generation world wide. Possibly there would have been

15–20 years delay of wind developments. In fact, the Danish evolution of wind tur-

bines happened not only because of the pioneers doing the work, but also because of

the Energy and Environmental Minister Svend Auken from the Danish Labor party.

He was a strong believer of wind as the future energy source. He started his minis-

ter career as minister for employment after the 1973 oil crisis at a time, where the

unemployment was at a record high. The unemployment experience is a likely rea-

son why he was fighting for support to the Danish wind power development. It was a

way to secure employment at the Danish wind turbine manufactures and all related

services and to be able to export products and services to the rest of the world. By

being an “example-country”, Denmark was to push other countries to follow in their

footsteps. It took in fact several decades to widely acknowledge his efforts towards

a really sustainable and environmentally friendly growth of the country’s economy.

Looking at the history of Svend Auken and referring back to the German Labor

Government led by chancellor Gerhard Schröder with a record high unemployment
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of 11% and almost 5mio people in 2005, one could argue that this very similar pattern

has been a catalyst for the German solar development.

If this analysis is correct we can conclude that the two main sources of renewable

energy today developed in that speed both because of labor governments in Central

Europe working with focus on increasing employment to secure the welfare states.

The environmental impact may in fact have been a secondary priority and perhaps it

was not even understood that both initiatives would have the capabilities to change

the worlds energy supply.

The lesson from this analysis is that without a very long-sighted vision nei-

ther wind energy nor PV would have developed to a world-wide aggregated

scale of Tera Watts. The Danish and German consumers have paid a social-

ized price of electrical power, which made the boom of wind energy and PV

generated energy happen. Part of the investment came back in the form of

increased export and high employment rates.

3.6.4 From Tariff Based to Market Based Settlement

The practical handling of the German solar generation follows the same pattern as

was practiced for wind power throughout 15 years, while the capacity was grow-

ing to 38 GW with a yearly growth rate of about 2000–2500 MW. There is a strong

geographical dispersion in the form of many small units, where the generation is

not visibly increasing at specific points, but rather gradually increasing in an overall

manor over periods of approximately one year.

Infrequent reading of the generation was possible for a long time, because the

generators did not receive market prices, but instead fixed tariffs from the renewable

support schemes. Therefore, the most cost efficient settlement approach was chosen,

which was monthly readings for wind generation on all wind turbines and measur-

ing of a number of reference sites in real-time that were then up-scaled to the total

capacity. A so-called top-down approach was chosen (see Sect. 3.4.2).

Nevertheless, the lack of hourly or 15 minute generation data causes a high level

of insecurity of what the actual generation from the renewable energy is, which

becomes an issue with increasing penetration beyond 20% of consumption. Another

issue is that simplified methods for estimating the actual generation were developed

as well as simplified methods of forecasting were practiced, because the high dis-

persion level balances errors quite well and it was technically easier and cheaper

to define an estimate of the wind generation than measuring over 20.000 turbines.

Doing so meant that the deficit between the true and the estimated energy was con-

sidered inherent in the demand.
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This practise continued in Germany until 2012, where direct marketing was

launched in an attempt by the government to bring renewable energy closer to the

market with economic incentives to balance or at least to contribute to balancing.

This change caused that each turbine formally qualifies for a personal price for

its energy, which is related to the market price and how concurrent the individual

turbine’s generation is to the total wind generation. In this way the system encourages

even more geographical spread.

The same financial instruments apply for PV as for wind except that the level of

incentive is higher for solar than wind. The main difference is that most solar capacity

is installed behind the meter in Germany (see Table 3.3 in Sect. 3.6). There is yet to

develop a direct marketing strategy for the “behind-the-meter systems”.

In Germany PV generation needs therefore to be seen as two separate systems.

There is a “behind-the-meter” fraction, which is of the order 75% of the capacity

and the remainder, where units are large enough to be direct marketed. The smallest

systems of the second type are approximately 100 kw capacity. However, most of

the direct marketed units, which make up at the beginning of 2015 to approximately

8 GW are in the MW-class, the largest plant being 80 MW.

The main disadvantage of pure fixed market invariant pricing structure is the risk

of a too correlated generation pattern. This can potentially happen for wind and solar,

if certain regions provide a superior resource. Consequently, the integration costs

increase both with respect to transmission and balancing. With a market based pric-

ing one would expect the investor to consider the risks more carefully. Thus, the

aggregated generation will become smoother and reduce price volatility as well as

ease the balancing. In addition one could expect existing transmission capacity to be

utilized better.

The challenge for Germany has been that many wind farms and PV systems

have been built at locations, where they would not have been built on pure market

terms. Therefore, even modest reductions in the incentive payment can make projects

unable to become profitable. The transition to market terms has been introduced as

a difference to the average plant of the same type. That means each turbine receives

the difference between the fixed price and average market price [1]. Effectively this

means that a plant with a different generation pattern concurrent with a high corre-

lation to demand receives a higher payment than those turbines with the opposite

characteristics.

The original fixed prices co-exist with direct marketing. While the wind capacity

migrated within 1 year with 80% to the market based structure, the solar capacity

only slowly migrates to the direct marketing.

3.6.5 Why Not Working Under Pure Liberal Conditions?

There is a benefit of the high dispersion of renewable energy capacity in terms of

reduced need of transmission capacity, which is non-trivial to estimate. In densely

populated areas it is extremely difficult to get planning permission for increased
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transmission. A time horizon of 10 years is likely. For Germany, it would not have

been possible to achieve today’s penetration with renewable energy more concen-

trated to where the best resources are. The energy generation would have become

even more concurrent. Thus, lower market prices of renewable energy, more price

volatility and also more curtailment would have been the result of a less dispersed

installation pattern. The socializing of renewable energy seems therefore not as waste

but a pre-requisite to increase penetration and ease integration.

Formally, any plant is allowed to operate on market terms, but wind and solar

generation cannot achieve a sufficiently high market price at high penetration levels,

because all solar and wind generate power always in competition. This is not so for

scheduled plant, which have periods, where they have no competition from solar and

wind.

Thus, even a wind plant in a high wind resource would not be able to achieve

a very high market price, because most of its generation would be correlated with

other generation.

On top, there is a risk that a scheduled plant would try to cause a double loss for

non-scheduled generation. This can be done, because the scheduled plant can predict

the wind and solar generation and sell their energy at extremely low prices during

a renewable energy peak. Consequently, the non-scheduled plant would not receive

the contract, but would be forced to pay for the imbalance while generating power

or alternatively stop generating power.

A solar or wind plant does not have similar ways to “cheat” a scheduled plant.

This skewness in market conditions and competition is a benefit for the consumer,

because the average market prices are pushed downwards due to increased com-

petition. For this reason one can argue that the socialized production incentive for

renewable energy serve as an insurance against high average prices.

The scheduled plant can act as price maker in all hours where the renewable gen-

eration does not exceed the demand. This is in competition with other scheduled

units. Hence, the market price is under pressure also at lower penetration levels.

3.7 Decentral Versus Centralized Marketing
of Renewable Energy

It is believed that centralized marketing of renewable energy is not efficient, because

the transmission system operators naturally have insider information about the mar-

ket participants, which nobody else has. Consequently, unbundling the renewable

energy into independent companies is required to be able to bring the energy intelli-

gently into the market.

Germany has chosen a strategy to reduce the financial risk for such trading com-

panies to encourage them to take on parts of the renewable energy into pools and

manage the trading, because they have the infrastructure to deal with the individ-

ual plant owners and capabilities to act as price makers on behalf of the owners of

renewable energy.
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At present only Spain has reverted back in 2013 from a decentral handling to cen-

tral handling of their renewable energy, because of a miscalculation of their support

scheme in the decentralisation process that made this solution too expensive for a

government under economic pressure [13].

It should be noted that this is a decision that apparently was taken on the basis

of using Spanish forecasting suppliers only. The market did not exist long enough to

attract foreign competition or there was no willingness to utilize foreign technology.

There are pros and cons on the decentral versus central handling of Renewables.

One could argue that the forecasting process is easier and more accurate, if one IT

solution can be used for a larger and more dispersed pool. In Germany and Denmark,

the market did not develop this way and it is common practise that forecast providers

serve competing traders with customized IT solutions.

The risk is in this way spread and competition ensures constant development

in the forecasting process. However, practical experience says that it is not cost-

efficient either to continue to maintain of the order 30–40 different IT solutions.

A well-functioning market should not require more than 10–20 companies that are

specialized in the services related to the sales and balancing of renewable energy. In

countries like Germany this means that the market will have to consolidate with

decreasing incentives and support to the decentralised marketing to ensure cost-

effectiveness.

3.7.1 Data Provision Requirements for Grid Balancing

A number of jurisdictions operate today with a certain level of obligations via the

grid code to provide data from the wind farm and PV plant as well as from meteoro-

logical instrumentation at or near the plant site. These data are used to keep control

of the current weather conditions and the current in-feed of electricity into the grid.

Table 3.4 shows a number of areas and their obligations towards provision of data

from RES.

It can be seen in Table 3.4 that the main difference in the obligations for providing

data to the system operator (column 3 and 4) are between the most mature countries

Denmark and Germany and the rest of the world. The reason being that these coun-

tries have a long history in the development of wind power with small projects of only

a couple of wind turbines at a time. Because it is always more difficult to introduce

new obligations in an established market, and the cost of data collection and trans-

mission is relatively high for single turbines in comparison to large projects with 20

or more wind turbines, Denmark and Germany have been building their tools upon

up-scaling methodologies in the real-time environment.

Neither Denmark nor Germany had obligations on the renewable energy genera-

tors to supply data from SCADA systems in the years of centralized balancing. When

direct marketing via private balance responsible parties was introduced, this pattern

changed to a large extend. However, most old turbines still are only measured on
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Table 3.4 Comparison of obligations in various countries with significant amounts of wind power

by variable generation units to provide observational data from their units to the system operators

at the beginning of 2015

Country Inst. Capacity

(MW)

Wind power

SCADA

Connection

point

Meteorol. data

at wind farm

Part of grid

code

Denmark 4,845 No Yes No Partially

Germany 36,643 No Yes/partially No Partially

Spain 22,987 Yes Yes Met. Mast Yes

Ireland 2,272 Yes Yes Met. Mast Yes

Greece 1,980 Yes Yes Windfarm Yes

Portugal 4,914 Yes Yes n/a Yes

Sweden 5,425 Yes Yes Windfarm No

UK 12,440 Yes Yes Windfarm Yes

Canada/AL 1,450 Yes Yes Met. Mast Yes

USA/OR 3,153 yes No Met. Mast Yes

USA/TX 14,098 Yes No Met. Mast Yes

USA/CO 2,593 Yes Yes Windfarm Yes

Met. Mast

USA/CA 5,917 Yes Yes Met. Mast Yes

USA/AZ 238 Yes Yes Met. Mast Yes

India 22,645 Yes Yes No Yes

China 114,763 Yes Yes No Yes

grid point level and their real output often has to be estimated from the total in-feed

at grid point level.

3.7.1.1 Data Exchange in Case of Outages

Outages are a phenomena that is not much discussed in public, because renewable

energy sources are deemed to produce, as soon as there is sufficient wind for wind tur-

bines or radiation for solar panels to produce power. As penetration increases along

with increased competition, efficiency becomes a necessity and outages get more

attention.

There are three types of outages:

∙ Turbine maintenance

∙ Turbine failure

∙ Curtailment

The first outage types can be considered scheduled and could easily be reported

to all parties involved in the management of the power unit. The second and third

types are usually non-scheduled and of indefinite length of time.
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One of the issues that are often forgotten in all types of outage is the fact that this

information is highly relevant for the forecaster of the energy source, whether it be

wind power or PV. If this information is not available, forecasting tools and models

are trained with wrong data and performance decreases. It is often not considered,

when forecast performance is measured that any non-reported outage information is

a problem for forecast training, even though quality checking of measurements can

detect some of the outages of a wind turbine or a PV plant.

Practical experience shows that with increasing penetration, it is not only owner

or operator that are responsible for what appears to be outages. It appears that outages

are also caused by the DSOs, which becomes a challenges for the exchange of data

as well as compensations.

In most centralized forecasting systems, there is full control of the level of curtail-

ment, as it is done by the system operator who has the obligation to log, report and

compensate the owners of the power plants. In Germany, there was no knowledge of

the level of curtailment, while there was a so-called centralized forecasting system

at the TSOs, because TSOs had no means of controlling wind plants, as all wind

turbines were connected to the low voltage or medium voltage grid. Therefore, any

curtailment on low- or medium voltage level was hidden in the system, also because

total aggregated generation was estimated from a small subset of the individual units,

covering approx. 5% of the installed capacity. DSOs are also not obliged to justify

and report each single curtailment of a turbine or plant and reimburse the owners.

Reporting is also reduced, if the curtailment is less than 15 h over one calendar year.

It is in fact the owners of power plants that need to apply for compensation at the

DSOs, if their plant has been in an area, where curtailment is reported (see paragr.

13 EnWG, 2014 [4] and paragr. 14 EEG, 2014 [2]).

The real issues with curtailment is that the curtailment information is not flowing

to the responsible parties as it should, so that appropriate actions can be taken. It

shall be noted that large wind farms with a SCADA system can provide information

about curtailment, as the software in today’s wind turbines and inverters for larger

solar systems are capable of receiving instructions to reduce generation and hence

also log this information. Theoretically, this information could flow further in the

chain and reach the balance responsible party for the generated power. However,

most SCADA reports reach in the best case the trader too late.

The level of curtailment is likely to increase with penetration level in any juris-

diction. Therefore, it is important to consider strategies for the market or the system

operators to ensure that curtailment is considered as a market instrument that requires

transparency on all levels to not cause unnecessary costs.

From the forecasters perspective the solution is to quality check the data. If there

is a likelihood that there was curtailment, then such data shall be flagged to prevent

a forecast bias.
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3.7.2 Lessons Learned

The fact that renewable energy capacity is built over many years opens for a pitfall

in the integration process. Stakeholders get used to not having any obligations and

be autonomous, if such obligations do not exist at the time of construction. As the

renewable energy capacity increases there is a serious difficulty in getting the mature

capacity accepting new conditions. The downside of too strong obligations on the

renewable energy generators is the risk of that few or nobody will build significant

renewable energy capacity. However, it should be possible for sufficient large plant

sizes to require a certain level of online data. Alternatively, one could tie part of

the production incentive to provision of valid and regular real-time data. This would

probably be a very efficient financial instrument to maintain the data quality.

Nevertheless, as a system matures, any changes take longer time for acceptance

and for the implementation. In these phases there is an ongoing loss from running

a less optimal system. Germany has paid a high price over 2–3 years to migrate the

capacity from centralized handling to direct marketing. There is reason to expect that

this was an investment in lower future energy prices. What was special in Germany

was that 33 GW wind power and 8 GW PV was brought onto market-like conditions

over a period of four years. Previous Danish experience brought 3.0 GW of wind

power on market-terms, but over a period of 15 years. That was in the same pace as

the fixed tariffs period ended. The majority of the German capacity was still under

fixed price tariffs. Consequently, much stronger financial incentives were required to

facilitate the transition. The Danish turbines were so to speak given up by the TSO

the moment negative prices were introduced. The TSO had by the end of the support

period encouraged the turbine owners to seek a private balance responsible party.

We have also learnt from Germany that centralized forecasting has made the

process of handling individual wind turbines and solar plants less “blind” compared

to the direct marketing process. However, because wind farm sizes vary from 100 kw

to 400 MW all process must be automatic and robust. It is not economically feasi-

ble to use manual processes in the real-time operation of small units. Therefore, IT

solutions must be able to automatically handle all data errors and generate alerts for

repeated errors. Such IT solutions are nevertheless not an “off-the-shelf-product”,

which means that traders need to reach a certain size before direct marketing can be

economic feasible, even in a well functioning market.

The German government wanted to ensure that anybody can become a trader of

wind and solar energy when designing the direct marketing bonus for Renewables

and had to realise after only 6 months that the premium was too high and had to

adjust much more than expected in an adjustment to a at the time new version of the

law [1]. The market had been growing too fast, because of too high premium and

consequently a consolidation of the market had to take place shortly after. Overall,

a lot of resources are lost, if this happens.
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3.8 An Outlook on the “Direct Marketing Strategy” in
Germany

Direct marketing in Germany started in 2012. After 2 years, 85% of all electricity

produced by wind energy and 15% of all electricity produced by PV is sold through

the direct marketing principles. In this process, the handling of these 2 renewable

energy sources in the market has been improving despite the challenges with respect

to data exchange with the DSOs and increasing curtailment as well as partial curtail-

ment due to noise and light restrictions.

Handling of renewable energy is a new business area and appears to be important

for trading companies, because the renewable energy penetration will increase world

wide. Without such a capability and market share it is unlikely that a trading company

can grow in the future. This is also the reason why the trading companies are under

pressure to increase efficiency, if they want to survive after the market premium has

been set down in 2014 to 16.67% alternative: to 1/6 of what it was at the beginning

of 2012, when direct marketing started (see EEG, 2014).

The real benefits of bringing variable generation units into the market will only

be really visible, when the market has become stable and market rules are settled.

In the first 2 years in Germany since the beginning of the direct marketing, rules

have been changed 2 times. This creates insecurity amongst the traders as well as

the owners and the TSOs. The consequence of such insecurity is that contracts have

a short binding and investments in infrastructure are postponed. It is only when the

binding period of contracts reach more than one calendar year that trading companies

can focus more on optimizing the handling of the energy sources than on increasing

capacity.

Due to the market coupling and strongly interconnected systems in Europe, it is

not possible with the capacity level of year 2015 to generate more electrical power

from renewable energy than there is consumed. This is so day and night and also

in holiday times. Consequently, negative prices should not occur, but they do. The

peculiar pattern can be caused by long-term contracted nuclear power plant deliver-

ing power regardless of the market price. Another reason may be that there are no or

too few renewable energy price makers.

To conclude, bringing renewable energy sources into a liberalised market

structure takes time and has a cost for the society. Like all pioneer work, there

are costs that can be avoided once there is enough experience available and

mistakes have been analysed.
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3.8.1 The Balancing Challenges on the Day-Ahead Horizon

Direct marketing of renewable energy is often looked at per unit, because a unit may

drop out of a pool the following month while new may enter a pool. The forecast

shall ideally be as accurate as possible per plant, but at the end of the day it is the

pool imbalance that is generating the income and causing the balance costs.

A forecast for a mixed pool consisting of one or more large offshore plant, a por-

tion of solar and a larger amount of onshore wind can appear quite noisy, because

different units ramp at different times. Because some shorter time scales are not accu-

rately predictable the result is that the day-ahead forecast may anti-correlate with

reality. Such anti-correlation is costly to physically balance in an intra-day market.

Urgency, shortage of volume and short contract length all contribute to a higher loss

from the balancing process.

The best way to avoid volatile forecasts is to utilize a middle percentile rather

than an average of individual deterministic forecasts. Although averages of multiple

forecasts are less volatile than the individual forecast, outlier forecasts still cause

some low amplitude noise, although the noise reduces with the number of individual

uncorrelated forecast.

The central percentiles of multiple forecasts are invariant to outlier forecasts and

contain therefore less noise. Consequently, they are useful on the day-ahead horizon

to facilitate intra-day balancing. For a renewable energy price maker it is therefore

essential to use percentiles to push the price up while still facilitating intra-day trad-

ing. There are periods, where a favorable forecast is a P50 forecast, but also periods

where a P40 or P60 are preferable or even the average of P40 and P60.

Another major benefit of using the smooth pool percentile forecasts is that expec-

tations to asymmetry with respect to balance costs can be taken account for. Such

expectations can be built from the penetration percentage of renewable energy,

because high and low penetration impact the intra-day market volume in a skew

manor. The recipe for the trader is therefore to use day ahead bids with central per-

centiles with the skewness in balancing costs in mind while suppressing noise in the

schedule. It is often mentioned that speculation in balancing reserve is not allowed,

but it is certainly market logic to deliberately plan the schedule for cheapest possible

balancing by forecasting the volume of positive and negative regulating capacity.

3.8.2 The Balancing Challenges on the Intra-day Horizon

Frequent short-term forecasts based on online data add value not only because they

are more accurate than the day-ahead horizon. Nevertheless, deployment of short-

term forecasts should take place with care, because they increase the trading volume

and thereby the loss compared to the spot market price. This situation can occur, if the

short-term forecast errors have opposite sign of the day-ahead error. This statistically

occurs for up to 50% likelihood, if the error of the day-ahead is small. That means,
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Fig. 3.8 Schematic depiction of the change of sign in forecast error and in uncertainty spread for

different forecast horizons, starting with 144 h in 6 h intervals, up to the point in time when the

forecast is valid. (2011/09/20 at 3:00UTC). The zero axis (black dotted line) is the measurement

and the white line is the so called optimum forecast, the blue shaded areas are percentiles

if the error of the day-ahead forecast is small, then there is no reason to trade an

expected error on the intra-day market with a loss [44].

In Fig. 3.8 the change in sign of the forecast error and the change in uncertainty

spread is demonstrated for different forecast horizons, starting 144 h back in time.

A particular capability of frequent short-term forecasts is that certain forecasts are

accurate further ahead than others. The forecast following the start of a multi-hour

ramp is the best point in time to correct for a day-ahead phase error. The sign and

magnitude of the error will hold for multiple hours. This means a multi-hour error

can be balanced by one party with one startup and one stop, which is more favorable

than trading the same error hour after hour with a fixed look ahead risking a higher

loss. It is therefore the major pitfall in deployment of short-term forecasts to receive

forecasts only once per hour. A proper forecasting technique can detect the timing of

ramps early and contribute significantly to a reduced balancing cost. It is feasible to

even use semi-automated algorithms for trading, because it is possible to compute

a safe decision determined by simple algebra. In that way short term forecasts are

deployed when time is right and otherwise not [44].

3.8.3 Summary and Outlook of the German Direct
Marketing Experience

It is certain that the energy system will become more dependent on weather over

time. This would even apply without increased renewable energy capacity and igno-

rance of all emission targets. Nevertheless, it is the experience from Central Europe
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that the market does in general not work pro-active. A possible explanation for that

is that renewable energy is by the traditional energy companies not looked at as

a business opportunity, but rather as an inconvenient competition factor, which is

dependent on political support.

Clearly such competition, which is additionally a complexity factor to the mar-

ket is not welcomed by an established industry. Nevertheless, the renewable energy

industry has developed and it would not be possible to stop the evolution in the demo-

cratic part of the world, because such an attempt would not meet public support. The

increased fear regarding nuclear energy, dependency on gas from Russia and envi-

ronmental aspects will continue, because people think on behalf of their children and

grand children. Even a serious instability issue in central Europe will not be able to

stop or delay RES projects, not even if the event will trigger an accident on a nuclear

plant. Neither will terror be able to influence decisions made to increase renewable

energy sources.

Nevertheless, we do experience let us wait and see attitudes everywhere. Perhaps

it is considered more economic to await a market consolidation, because it is more

expensive to be pioneer and it might be possible to buy technology and step on board

at a later stage. This is a likely scenario in which data and knowhow gained in a SME

is suddenly deployed by large market players and well known from the mobile phone

industry.

In the past a lot of effort has been spent on the unbundling processes to prevent

that the trading department does not ask the DSO department to down-regulate a

plant to increase profit of the trading department with a grid security explanation.

There is reason to fear this, because the choice of turbines to curtail may not be objec-

tive. The DSO departments can potentially help the trading department by selecting

a competitor’s wind farm for curtailment, whenever the sister company is in balance.

More serious is the opposite, if wind farms belonging to the sister company are cur-

tailed while the sister’s pool is generating too much power. In this way the wind farm

is compensated for the loss and the balance costs are kept low.

It is technically not (yet) possible to provide evidence of such actions, but the

abuse may at some stage reach a level, where potential whistle blowers decide for

justice. Meanwhile it can happen that consumers pay the balancing costs and com-

pensation for curtailment over tariffs. Regulators need to be aware of potential abuse

and need to design the system to prevent abuse. One route is to split the total gener-

ation into shares as discussed in “The SuperGrid Study” [10]. Such a strategy would

lead to a high level of competition and a centralized IT infrastructure at lower costs

than today, where every TSO and every BRP develops their own infrastructure. The

direct marketing approach chosen in Germany has mainly boosted the economy and

so far made the energy process more expensive for the consumer. The native price

of energy went downwards, while the costs of the management processing went up.

One way or the other, a direct marketing system is a catalyst for an increase in

the number of court cases. The turnover is huge, contracts are in strong competition

often made in a hurry with less care and disputes occur because of hard competition,

non-compliance to system requirements and risk of settlement errors with economic

impact.
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A well planned unbundling of the renewable energy into a suitable company struc-

ture would save costs. Such a solution would also eliminate the waste caused by every

direct marketing company running their own IT implementation, which is too sim-

ple to handle the task. Possibly up to 50 expensive but still too primitive interfaces

were developed, which forecasters had to comply to. Direct marketing in Germany

has therefore caused a significant layer of costs not related to the physical handling

of energy. This layer will one way or the other be financed over a combination of

tariffs and investor capital. Larger pool sizes with a high degree of online data will

over time cause a strong consolidation.

On the other hand the imbalance of the largest pool is also likely to be corre-

lated with the total balance cost and therefore be unfavorable. A few similar sized

pools with experience will be more even in competition. The most likely outcome

is that there will be a few pools with sizes of the order 10 GW once the market is

consolidated.

After four years of experience with the German direct marketing project we still

see a high level of inefficiency, although the market is competitive. On the one hand

parties can see that the earnings are not as expected, but they are on the other hand

not in a position to work with a sufficiently long horizon in mind. This is partially

due to the immediate risk of loosing capacity and partially due to the complexity of

a mixed pool of different generation sources.

However, if direct marketing companies are not concerned about negative prices

and try to socialize costs as much as the TSOs had to at the outset of wind power

becoming a significant supplier of energy with penetration rates of more than 10–

15%, then there could be arguments to stop the incentivisation for direct marketing.

Potentially, this can cause all capacity being back in centralized handling by the

TSOs within a period of two months, as it has happened in Spain in 2012 [13].

3.9 Reserve Forecasting

Ensemble forecast theory says that there exists a possible relationship between the

spread (or dispersion) of an ensemble and the skill of the forecast. If this relationship

can be established, forecasting the predictability or skill of the forecasting system

becomes another useful utility when using ensemble forecasting (e.g. [19, 21]). This

utility in fact means that the forecast error of a previous forecast can be forecasted

to a large extend. Pahlow et al. [51] and Möhrlen and Jørgensen [11] demonstrated

the operational use of a multi-scheme ensemble to forecast the forecast error of a

day-ahead forecast in order to allocate reserves more dynamically.

In market situations, the ratio between the day-ahead forecast error and expected

accuracy of 2–3 hour forecast is often around unity. Therefore, it is often not eco-

nomic to trade on the basis of a short-term forecast. At other times the day-ahead

forecast seems so high that there is no doubt that it is beneficial to trade on the basis

of the short-term forecast. In between there are possibly a third of the events, where

it is worth to consider the expected system reserve volume. For those parties that
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have the possibility to allocate reserves dynamically or to buy reserves cheaper than

using own reserves on a day-ahead or short-term market, ensemble forecasts can be

used to do so.

Suppose a strong front sweeps concurrently over some large offshore farms, then

there is reason to expect increased uncertainty and therefore also imbalance. As an

example, in the North Sea there are now clusters of wind farms of up to 2000 MW

over small areas compared to a low pressure system moving over the North Sea from

the British Isles. At the coast of England as well as along the coasts of The Nether-

lands, Germany and Denmark, the amount of offshore wind projects is increasing in

size and volume. Although the individual project would not cause balancing issues

for any of the TSOs, the total volume on some of the power strings is increasing

and coming to a size where short lasting strong ramps can cause issues to system

security. Today, these wind farm clusters are only connected to land, in the future

they may also be connected to each other into the common European grid. When

the ENTSO-E network plan for 2020 and 2030 is coming to life, there will be more

possibility for balancing, but also larger volumes, which will require more efficient

and dynamic balancing handling.

For traders, but also TSOs, the large ramps are reason enough to begin forecasting

reserve. Peaks in the reserve can be expected during ramps, but some ramps are

more critical than others. The target for reserve forecasting is therefore to compute

the risk of exceptionally high reserve deployment due to some special pattern in

the weather such as the position of a front in the proximity of high wind power

capacity. What is also relevant is the potential overlap between a weather generated

peak and scheduled ramp of the load. At the 2014 international wind integration

workshop in Berlin, there have been some first discussions and publications dealing

with reserve forecasting (http://www.windintegrationworkshop.org/berlin2014/) in

operational environments. Therefore, it can be expected that this topic is going to

get more attention in the near future.

3.9.1 Risk Evaluation of Wind Energy and PV Generation

The core input to the risk evaluation for wind energy and PV is the ramp rate uncer-

tainty of this aggregated non-scheduled generation. This is computed from the time

derivative of the aggregated forecast for each ensemble member. The prices are likely

to peak when the standard deviation of this vector approaches the amount of sec-

ondary reserve.

PPI ≅

√
√
√
√ 1

member
⋅

member
∑

m=1

(ΔPm

Δt
ΔP̄
Δt

)2

(3.1)

where PPI is the peak price indicator, P is the power forecast, P̄ is the mean of

the power forecast, t is time and m is member.

http://www.windintegrationworkshop.org/berlin2014/
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The formula is developed to reflect fast changes. This is because the slower

changes of larger amount are less likely to become expensive. The result is an objec-

tive prediction of a very uncertain parameter. The higher the value, the more reason

there is to trade fully on the basis of a short-term forecast. Because of the high uncer-

tainty of the ramp rate we choose to calculate the uncertainty with influence from

all members. This is opposite to use of a central percentile, where the outliers are

suppressed.

It is worth noting that it is possible to compute this risk on the short horizon as

well as days in advance. As a minimum the trader can then be prepared for the risk.

3.9.2 Additional Opportunities for RES in a Market
Environment

Renewable energy units can as minimum provide one sided reserve. Consequently,

we must expect to see more and more skewness in the volume and therefore asym-

metric prices for regulation. Renewable capacity that does not qualify for production

incentives is more likely to be handled by traders by withholding some power and

offer this power in the intra-day market with the intention to receive more than the

spot-market price.

Direct participation as regulating reserve is a possibility too, but only in conjunc-

tion with uncorrelated generation in a larger pool with high predictability. Possibly,

resources are spent better trying to only balance oneself than participate in a centrally

managed reserve.

3.10 Changing Forecast Requirements

In the previous sections we described how percentile forecasts and short-term fore-

casts add value for different tasks. We also identified that the short-term forecast

deployment must be taken on the basis of uncertainty information to not increase

the trading volume and thereby the loss (see also [44]). The important and basic

ingredients for any trading recipe is to use forecasts of the aggregate of a pool of

units or sites from an ensemble, which addresses all the uncertainty factors relevant

for the intra-day and day-ahead horizons.

The ensemble members must have a certain degree of independence, otherwise

the percentiles do not smooth the uncertain ramps. It is not feasible to smooth all

weather related ramps with a simple filter, because some of the ramps have a high

degree of predictability. Such ramps can still exist in the percentile based forecast.

The calculation of percentiles can be characterized as an inherent filtering process,

which preserves the trusted ramps in the data, if the ensemble covers the real uncer-

tainty of the parameters that are drivers of the generation. One can say that the
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Fig. 3.9 Schematic of the way ensemble members can change position throughout a forecast and

how certain ensemble members cluster together

percentile calculation is a democratic process, because all ensemble members get

a weight, but it is the central majority of the spectrum, which has the most influence.

The “extremes” have no or little influence on the final decision. Note, however that in

contrast to human behaviour in politics, weather is characterised by chaotic pattern

[41], which means that after say 12 hours, it can happen that the extreme member

has become moderate and the other way around for some of the previously moderate

members. The ensemble members can change from cluster to cluster any time. That

is the core of ensemble forecasting and why an ensemble as a whole is of value to any

forecasting process. As long as the ensemble members preserve their status inside

the ensemble spread in time, high predictability can be assumed. The moment the

distribution pattern of the members relative to each other changes it is equivalent to

the loss of predictability.

Figure 3.9 shows schematically such a so-called clustering of ensemble members

over time. In mathematical terms, this is expressed by using the ratio between the

standard deviation increase and the covariance of the ensemble vectors forward in

time. The typical pattern is that the covariance stays just around 1.0 for some hours.

A sudden “blow-up” in the weather conditions and changed predictability can either

be seen in increased ensemble spread or reduced covariance. These two parameters

in fact indicate the level of predictability in time and space.

Figure 3.10 shows schematically, how the interpretation of predictability can be

mathematically indexed by three classical distribution patterns:
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Fig. 3.10 Schematic of the three different ensemble member distributions indicating (1) high pre-

dictability, (2) reversed mirrored effects and (3) loss of predictability (chaotic distribution pattern)

∙ laminar distribution over time or space indicating high predictability

∙ laminar mirror-inverted distribution over time or space indicating unchanged pre-

dictability

∙ turbulent distribution over time or space leading to low predictability

In comparison to politics, a member in a multi-scheme ensemble does not belong

to a party and does therefore not need to comply to the official view of a spe-

cific party. The ensemble members are solely selected as representatives of weather

development. They are though bound by physical laws and they do not breach these

laws, but instead use different, equally valid and correct methods to solve specific

processes. Their different interpretations of the laws of physics keep them individ-
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ual and independent from each other in their “behaviour”. Moreover, a member can

never become influenced by other members. This prevents so-called “in-breeding”,

which has been observed in statistically generated ensembles such as Monte-Carlo

ensembles or ensembles that are solely built upon perturbations of initial conditions.

This phenomena is especially known in the Ensemble Kalman Filter techniques [31].

Deterministic weather forecast does not improve as much as the collective ensem-

ble. Nevertheless, deterministic forecasting may lead to better ensemble members.

The only argument to utilize the deterministic approach is computational price. There

are many parties who can deliver a deterministic forecast and this lowers the price.

It is also possible to justify with simple MAE scores in MW that the deterministic

approach is competitive on the day-ahead horizon, but as soon as the costs and the

potential to reduce costs by short-term forecast is included, then the deterministic

forecast looses out to the ensemble based approach.

The German TSOs have by law been forced to buy forecasts from different sup-

pliers and combine these to a meta forecast. They shall use a minimum of three

suppliers to prevent that the market can predict and speculate against what the TSO

will base their decisions on. In this context it shall be noted that there has been a

forecast publication obligation on each TSO. A closer look on the obligation how-

ever reveals the forecast which is published covers a sub-area and does therefore not

reveal what is bid into the market.

In Germany not only a few forecast vendors are used to create a mixed meta

forecast, but up to 8 suppliers, where each of them may already smooth the

forecast with a multiple of weather input. This is the expensive way to obtain

a smooth forecast. Expensive both in terms of forecast cost and in terms of

forecast value, because the method does not filter ramps of low predictability

and preserves extremes. Instead, this method tends to filter out all larger ramps

and misses extreme events. Especially, the latter can be dangerous to the system

operator or BRP once a critical penetration level has been installed and the

errors can increase beyond available reserve.

3.10.1 Balancing Challenges of Noisy Forecasts

Inhomogeneous renewable energy capacity causes ramps in the forecasts, even if the

weather forecast itself is rather smooth. Such ramps tend to cause two imbalances

referred to as double punishment except, if the forecast has no phase error. If the

noise could be balanced exclusively by primary reserve, there would be no reason

to worry, but the amplitude and wave length enforces the use of additional reserve.

Only in the case where the number of similar sized large units is high and sufficiently

spatially dispersed it would be feasible to not deploy additional reserve.
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However, the operator can without ensemble forecasts and short-term forecast by

plant not know the cause of a developing system imbalance. Hence, the operator is

forced to react early on ramps, because of the potential risk that the ramp continues.

Ramps are therefore inconvenient in the forecast as well as in reality. If they are

present in the forecast, then they are latent in the schedule and out of a sudden cause

imbalance. Hence, total operating costs are lower for the smoother forecast with the

same MAE as the more noisy forecast. This is the background for why the German

TSOs smooth more than they are enforced to do by law.

3.10.2 Practical Implementation Considerations
of Ensembles

A valid question to ask is whether ensemble forecasting is a prerequisite for handling

RES everywhere in the world. Is RES really going to become such a challenge for

the power system?

For wind power the answer is a clear “yes”. We have not seen a location with a

sufficiently good wind potential, where a deterministic forecast will do a sustained

good job.

The wind power forecast error occurs, because high wind speed is a sign of a rapid

changing weather and consequently lower predictability. Normally, wind farms are

built, where the wind resource is best. In those cases low predictability is evident.

However, also in locations with fairly poor wind resources and strong diurnal cycle,

we observe low predictability at times. A location in India outside the Monsoon

season may only produce 10–12% of the rated capacity, and one would expect some

systematic diurnal cycle, but also such a location is sustained difficult to predict for.

This is because there is no momentum in the air and mesoscale weather develops

with a short lifetime. Thus, all weather on the day-ahead horizon is a result of the

NWP model’s equations and not the initial conditions. This is so, because there is

often no dominant initial movement, which is strong enough to last for more than a

few hours.

So the experience is that wind power forecasting is not an out-of-the-box process.

There is more or less predictability from location to location, but there is mostly vari-

able uncertainty and therefore reason to assume that ensemble forecasts are required

in the forecast process.

Core factors for forecast performance are:

∙ the availability of meteorological measurements in upstream direction

∙ the complexity of local as well as non-local terrain

∙ the spatial dispersion level of generating capacity

To provide another example, we observe significantly higher forecast errors on the

day-ahead horizon in the western part of North America than anywhere in Europe.

The Rocky Mountains play some role, but the key factor is most likely the difference
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in aircraft traffic in the Pacific versus the Atlantic ocean. The geographical size com-

bined with the strengths of sea surface temperature gradients and currents play also

a role for the forecast error and hence performance.

A forecast user can choose between buying an ensemble end-product or building

the ensemble from externally generated ensemble forecasts from one or multiple

providers.

The first option is simple to deploy. It won’t be the cheapest, but the one with low-

est total cost. The second option is rarely deployed, but should be feasible for parties

with GW scale capacity. Most existing forecast providers would, though, prefer to

deliver a blended forecast instead of the native forecasts. They would argue that they

tune on some statistical parameters that level out large forecast errors. The problem

for the end-user with a number of such forecasts is that every one of them filters out

the extremes and leaves the user with a number of smoothed out forecasts and no

knowledge about possible extreme values.

For the end-user such a strategy seldom is of benefit. The objective is rather to

compute a central percentile from independent forecasts inclusive their noise. Thus,

the forecast supplier’s target should then be low absolute bias calculated with a win-

dow corresponding to double the width of a typical ramp. This target would not

encourage the individual forecaster to smooth the forecast and therefore contribute

positive to the users own ensemble (see also discussion in Sects. 3.2.1.3 and 3.2.3).

There may be commercial reasons to prefer the 2nd option or the hybrid, which

is to ask the ensemble forecast provider to provide the native members instead of the

end-products. Such commercial reasons could be to protect the know-how in cost

optimization.

3.10.3 Summary and Outlook on the Forecasting
Developments

Since the financial crisis in 2008, it can be concluded that economic fear of not doing

well on the short horizon blocks required long-term strategic decisions. To establish

strategic decisions has been difficult over the past 10 years and only been enhanced

after the finance crisis. One reason was the continuously changing laws and mar-

ket terms in the liberalisation phase of power markets inclusive the unbundling of

power generating companies from system operation. The other reason was a growing

Renewables industry with prospects for new employment that has driven more and

more established companies to get into related, but new areas outside the traditional

business. One of such area has been the power forecasting for variable generation

units from wind and PV. Besides traditional companies going into this area, some

start-ups have developed along side over the past 5 years. This development let to

approximately 10–20 forecast providers delivering more or less identical determin-

istic forecasts into markets, where RES had become a mature energy source. Most

of the new providers came without much prior experience in the particular business

area, especially without prior experience in the meteorological part of the process.
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In the case of Germany we have seen that competition has led to low prices and the

possibility for TSOs and BRPs to purchase forecasts from multiple providers forming

small and large poor-man ensembles. However, we have also seen that these types

of forecasts suppress extremes, which are the driving factors of volatility and high

prices on the power exchanges.

On the other hand, the poor-man’s ensemble may also just be the predecessor of

the next generation ensemble forecasting to be used that is more suitable and efficient

for the power industry, just like Monte-Carlo simulations have been the predeces-

sor of ensemble techniques using perturbations of initial conditions and the multi-

scheme ensemble technique. We have seen from the examples in Europe, mainly

Denmark and Germany, that being a pioneer requires courage and backup from the

society, as a large portion of the pioneering costs has to be carried by the society or

by some larger organisations that can afford to pay part of the development costs. The

advantage of the success is that others will follow and development will continue.

Therefore, it is rather certain that the world wide expansion of renewable energy

can be considered an overall success and it will continue to be that. And, forecast-

ing is a key instrument for the continuous success of renewable energy integration

into the power industry. We have also discussed the benefits and drawbacks of vari-

ous approaches of the ensemble technique as a crucial part of the forecasting tasks

already at hand as well as to come in the near future.

Unfortunately, when you most need predictability, that’s usually when the
atmosphere is most unpredictable. This comment made by McElroy from the Amer-

ican National Weather Service is expressing the situation nicely. A certain amount

of predictability is always required to operate the electrical transmission grid in a

safe manner. We nevertheless experience regularly issues that are directly connected

to a lack of predictability of the generating units.

In the energy markets this lack of predictability is reflected in price volatilities,

which are often triggered by uncommon weather phenomena that are difficult to pre-

dict, and/or some other abnormal conditions related to transmission or/and sudden

failure of scheduled generation plant. These are moments, where the market partic-

ipants experience the highest losses and profits. Therefore, there is an underlying

need of forecasting tools that increase predictability and reduce risks.

This is what ensemble forecasts have been developed for since the early 1990’s.

In fact, this has been the starting point of scientific demonstrations proofing that

ensemble forecasting is the state-of-the-art methodology to find the instabilities in

the atmosphere that cause most forecast uncertainty and error.

Today, Ensemble forecasts occupy the largest fraction of the computing

resources in two of the largest meteorological institutions NCEP and ECMWF.

This is a clear sign of that the topic is prioritized and that there is no better way

to manage uncertainty with increasing amounts of Renewables entering the

electrical grids in the years to come. We have for that reason been discussing

various applications of ensemble forecasting in the context of variable gen-
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eration from wind and PV and how to use ensemble forecasting in a market,

where discrete values have to be entered into the market-tools at the end of the

day. Dynamic reserve allocation was one of the example application that has

got recent attention. It is only possible to carry out with the help of ensemble

forecasts, because it is necessary to predict the expected forecast error.

The future requires more of such applications to be developed and deployed

in the power industry in order to manage the increasing volatility of energy

prices that follows increasing penetration of wind power and PV, respectively.

3.11 Conclusions

In our review we have presented the evolution of three now rather mature technolo-

gies. By deployment of ensemble forecasting in the direct marketing of solar and

wind power the amount of RES will continue to grow. The capacity growth rate will

still be determined by political targets, because the return of any investment in RES

will be 10–15 years and the best resources have already been utilized. The complex-

ity of deployment of RES will increase from coupling of markets, more variable

weather generation, variable consumption, transmission constraints and the average

age of RES increases.

It is inevitable that the RES will continue to create more employment and reduce

imports of energy into the western world. Without RES the world economy would

be in a very different condition than we experience today. Possibly the conscious-

ness about the environment would have been triggered the hard way in a later stage.

Fortunately, we are in the middle of a controlled transition between the fossil fuel

age and the market maturity of RES.

In our review we argued that such a massive transition could not happen in a

liberal way without incentives. Perhaps an economist would postulate that there

exist regions in the world where RES increases on pure market terms. However, this

expansion is today only possible, because mature technologies are available where

Labor Governments in Denmark led the way forward towards that technology devel-

opment in wind energy and similarly in Germany for the development of PV. Without

these long-term strategic decisions, the technology would not have been there and

the emerging RES markets would have all followed the oil path for another decade

or two until the wind energy and PV technology would have been developed to the

level of today.

We have shown that financial incentives can boost a given development and too

high financial incentive can cause unsustainable development. Therefore, it is impor-

tant to start a transition process early with modest speed to get experience instead

of burning off resources. The German direct marketing project was such an exam-

ple. Denmark started slower and earlier, but reached the same fraction of energy on
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market terms. It is therefore still important that there is political will to take long-

term decisions and risks. Without such initiatives one can expect long term unem-

ployment, because existing technologies will otherwise be deployed at lower costs.

Germany has long-term experience with this topic from subsidising their coal indus-

try. In today’s world most development is in fact short sighted on cost optimization.

This is a useful and required process for existing technologies, but unhealthy for

technologies in the immature phases.

Without the transition to RES, we would have reason to expect higher unemploy-

ment rates than today in the western world and more growth in the oil producing

regions, where deserts would be converted to something artificial that would other-

wise exist elsewhere.

We are in the fortunate position that synergies from wind, PV, direct marketing

and ensemble predictions can be deployed in the years to come. It is though worth-

while to note that the cost of RES can only be kept low, if this evolution will be

based on automated IT processes, which are utilizing existing resources and tech-

nologies at a high efficiency level and more advanced than presently used in the

industry. These advances in technology also allow for a paradigm shift from “keep

it simple” to “deal with complexity” to enhance results. Some companies are more

than halfway through this process and their lead will probably increase and implies

a market that is to be consolidated.
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